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ALHUQUEUQUE,

VOLUME 20
SENATE TAKES

UNITED STATES WILL FIGHT CHINA

UP STATEHOOD
Senator

Dick

NEW MEXICO, TIIUHSDAY EVENING, FKUHUAHV 15

GERMAN TARIEF

FOR AMERICAN LIVE S AND RIGHTS

MaKes Able Speech

-

For Jointure.

Our Troops Rushing to the Far East and Warships Are
tached and Are Steaming For Chinese Waters-Ra- pid

FIERCE

Washington. D. C, Feb. lb. The
United States Is preparing for war
with China.
The army Is being put on a war footing and trouble is expected nt any
time.
Orders have also been issued to Increase the naval contingent In the
orient.
The term "war" is not employed by
the officials of the war and state departments in discussing tho situation.
For the present it seems btst to speak
of the trouble as a "native uprising."
and of the preparations as for the
"protection of American citizens and
interests" in China.
It is not denied, however, that the
preparations are going forward, and
that the situation is regarded here as
very grave. Neither is It denied that
President. Roosevelt, himself, Is
for the course which Is being pursued.
That the need for action Is urgent.
Is shown In no uncertain terms by efforts made by Secretary of War Taft
to secure the Immediate appropriation
of $100,000 In the urgency deficiency

and Main.
ITEMS

ashington. Feb. 13. At 2 o'clock
ftais afternoon the senate began the
consideration of the Joint statehooJ
Dick spoke In supiort of the Mil,
first explaining the committee amendments and then presenting the reasons for consolidating Oklahoma with
Indian. Territory and Arizona with
New Mexico.
Dick devoted especial attention to
the contention that the act creating
Arizona had made provision .or ultimate conversion of the territory into a
state. He contended that this was
not a pledge for preservation of territorial lines.
Dick said that everybody recognized
that Olkahoma and Indian Territory
.are prepared for admission, and lie
thought that everybody acquainted
with the fats ought to agree that
without consolidation New Mexico and
Arizona are not prepared to assume
duties of statehood.
It seems probable that many speech,
es will be made. Senator Penrose of
Pennsylvania and Delegate Andrews of
New Mexico, is taking the active part
in the fight for jointure, while Smith
and McGuire of Arizona are In the tick
of the battle against jointure. Senators Patterson and Teller of Colorado
are leading the democrats in their opposition to the Mil.

--

Congress Must Recipro-

"

De-

LABOR HOLDS

bill, when that measure was before
The Chinese government is held
the senate a day of two ago. The sechere for tho conditions In
retary not tnly went before the China, which make the uprisings Imfinance committee and explained in a minent.
secret session what he could not exIt Is pointed ut by well Informed
plain publicly, but he went on tho officials of the state department
that
floor of tho senate and talked with thr powerful mandarins
are the real
Spooner, Aldrich and Al- governing force in China,
Senators
it is
lison, explaining the danger which .the course which has been and
followed
would bo incurred by hesitating.
by these potentate's that has taxed
Extra troops are being rushed to the jour patience to the limit,
Far East. The First and Second regi- j They have negelected to suppress
ments of Infantry and the Eighth and jthe boycott propaganda, and while the
Thirteenth regiments of field artil- representatives of the empress have
lery and the Twenty-fourtinfantry j been making long and eloquent proare rr w on their way to Manila.
testations icf friendliness, the manThe mobilization of troops in tho darins have persistently fed the fires
Philippines ts for the purpose of hav- or the
sentiment,
ing them ready at the nearest point
Chinese exclusion, and the failure
when thoy are needed In China. For to come to any satisfactory agreethis purpose two brigade camps have ment as to this or our future combeen established near Manila, one nt mercial relations, having added to the
Angeles, about fifty miles from the complications. President Roosevelt's
city, ,and the other at Camp McKin-ley- , course In changing, by executive orclose to Manila.
der, the regulations admitting Chl- In addition to these trocps there are nese merchants and students instead
12,000 regulars and 5,000 native scouts :t serving to
imivrove tho feeling in
in the Philippine Islands. Major Gen- China, has been taken as a sign of
eral Leonard Wood is In command.
weakness.
The present trouble with China is
Already orders have been Issued by
something more than fear of a native the secretary of the navy to have the
uprising. That is only part of It.
le- Galveston and the Chattanooga
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ARMY WELL EQUIPPED AND DISCIPLINED.
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cate, or Americans

Between Operators

Pay Penalty.

and Miners.

A CAVALRY

Texas Newspaper Man Dies
After Twenty-fiv- e
Years
of Service,

senate.
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OF THE CHINESE ARMY
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THE "MAIiicVERS OF 1905.

DURING

GREAT WEDDING

FRIENDS OF CONLEY

K PPFPAPFh FOD

I

RESIST DESPERATELY! Rehearsal of the RooseveltLongworth Nuptials for
,
rTTT. ,

rdiiing at mi umer foinis,

save
Insanity
10

HIS

This Evening.

NecKi

PAYNE CUSTOMS BILL
REFUSED IN THE HOUSE
Conley Now Feigns
in
Washington, Feb. 15. me house to- AN ENGLISHMAN BY BIRTH
ri ay refused to consider the Payne bill
Violent Form.
collection dist: consolidate customs
tricts bv a vote of S7 to lGU.
Fred Walscn, Well Known In New
ANNVERSARY OF BATTLE
Mexico, Dies at
GOVERNOR HAS GRANTED ONE WEEK'S REPRIEVE
OF SANTIAGO CELEBRATED
Denver,
Santiago, Cuba. Feb. 15. Hundreds
of American residents of Havana and
'
' 4
'
other cities of Cuba are in this
V
regarding the condemned man. coni " i V
Dallas, Texas. Feb. 15. Thomas A.
to witness tho memorial exertemporary reprieve,
Special
Evening
4 cluded to grant
to
Citizen.
11. Ilelo & Co.,
Dealy.
A.
a
director
of
viin
this
battlefields
on
the
cises
Fe, Feb. 15. John Con- - ' and wired the following oiliclal telecinity, which will be held under the publishers of the Galveston-Dalla- s Texas, 4 ley,Santa
gram:
to be hanged at Taos on
News, died at Mineral Wells,
auspices of 'the Santiago Battlefield early
Albuquerii'i", Feb. 13.
23, Dealy had 't Friday, has gone violently Insane. 4
today.
Until
Jan.
arcommission
The
Commission.
Lucero, Sheriff of Taos County,
iW8 not partaken of any food 4
4
He
lr;
secretary
been
the
treasurer
and
of
ago,
had
and
rived here a few days
aos,
M.
years. He then 4 for several days and his ravings 4
for twenty-liv- e
everything prepared for the unveiling News
I hereby grant a reprieve
prisoners
in the.
on
4
are
of
all
office
such
5
other
account
that
retired
from
that
of the various tablets and monuments ill
case
of
John
Conley for one week from
health. He was born in Liverpool, 4 have been removed from the Jail. '
Among the historical siots England
loday.
this
date
1S')0.
in
order ti Inquire into the
in
4 Another effort is being made to
thus marked are El Caney, Fort San
'
have Governor Hagerman grant 4 report as to his sanity. Vou are di-luan, San Juan Ridge and San Juan WAS
rected
to suspend execution accord
4 a reprieve and since Taos has no
LARGE OWNER OF
le Mayaras Hill, and Kettle Hill. At
Special messciHi will arrive
telegraphic connection, mounted 4 ir.(.-lLAS VEGAS REALTY.
the unveiling ceremonies the governDenver, Feb. 1j. General Frederick 4 messengers have been stationed 4 tomorrow.
ment of the United States and of
H. J. HAMCR.M .
4'
Embudo to carry the news of
Cuba, the L'nlted Stales army and Walscn, a pioneer and prominent citi- 4 at
Governor of New Mexicc.
navy, and the Society of Santiago de zen, died early this morning nt his 4 a reprieveif to Taos at the last 4
It is understood that Fred Kornorf.
ne'eessary.
moment
Cuba will be represented by delegates. home in tills citv. InHe founded the
deputy United States marshal, will g.t
this state, and
town of Walsenburg
up
to Taos as special iiicssvager fur
was once state treasurer.
He had
DEtD FOUND MAKES
Ine govern ir.
MANY PEOPLE SAD celebrated his OGth birthday.
Walsen owned much prop- WILL TAKE NO
Peopia. ills., Fell. 15. The receiver ertyGeneral
REPORTS RECEIVED ABOUT
in Las Vegas and was prominent
disSaving
today
bank
COGNIZANCE OF RUMOR
of the People's
in Masonic and Elk circles. He was
THE CHINESE BOYCOTT
building,
covered the deed to the bank
eminently social and very popular.
Washington, Feb. 13 Many reports
which had been missing since the Kdiior.J
On receiving the cbove special dis- have been received by the state derecently.
kilk-himself
president
patch, a representative of The Even- partment from representatives in the
While the building was bought with CRAZY MANUFACTURER
ljy-coting Citizen called em Governor Hacer-nia- east relative to the
Hie bank's funds, the deed was made
ESCAPES FROM GUARDS.
in twj reports selected at ranat
the Alvarado and imparted the
out to George H. Simmons only, thus
15. F. A. Avery, above information
Cairo, Ills.,
dom, one from the north and otie from
to him.
revealing nn effort to swindle his treasurer eif theFel.
Manufacturing
"I have a special representative, In the south, which have been public,
partner, Rev. E. I,. Kelly, who owned company, one of Avy
the largest agricul- tae person of
hints at violence, and the
II. C. KInsell," neither
;i half interest with him. The discovtural implement concerns in the west, said the governor, at Taos, where movement it Is state,! is confln..,!
ery of the deed caused consternation escaped from his guards while
stopae report'
among HOo depositors. It had been re- ping off here today. Averv was 111 Conley is now in jail, with definite and strictly to trade limits.
n seriously
Imaiiows mat trade has
me
positive
to
send
instructions
garded as its chief asset, its value
jand was on his way south. He had
in the vouth, and
placed at Jlo.ooa. As it is in the stated to his physicians thai ho in mediately word of any kind I ousht to affected, especially
' If Ujyco-- t
i
ailed off v..
name of Dr. Simmons, his widow will tended killing biULself and guards were know in regard to the situation, and conclude!.;
mot
row,
it
will
take- many years to reI have n :t h an! anything from him
receive her dowry rights from it.
placed over him. Every effort is bemove
P,
the
iiang, Amerieffects. In
up to this hour, 3 o'clock p. m. I
ing made to locate him.
goods in
that if there is anything in the can Arms cannot
ANNIVERSARY OF SPANISH
their
own
godov. ins ami thu Chinese
report that Conley has gone insane,
PASSES WITHOUT TUMULT PHILIPPINE BONDS SOLD
stoutly
;o take to ,U
which
TO IMPROVE THE HARBOR Mr. KInsell, or the sheriff or Taos I hey hadrefuse
Madrid. Feb. 15. The anniversary
already oiden-d.or any one el.--e at Taos, would
Washington. Feb. 13. This after- county,
f the proclamation of the Spanish ret nie know at once.
On h aving Sanpublic in lfc'l. was celebrated today noon the Philippine commission will
1
left GEORGIA AGRICULTURISTS
pen bids for the sale of Jl.ouO.oui) ta Fe late yesterday afternoon
In many pla.es throughout Slain by
SELECT MEETING PLACE
which passed oft of 4 per cent bonds under the act of instruc'iotis to f rward ail imKirant
lliticai banquets
worthy of note. February ti. Ht3. Proposals were re- telegram to nie, without delay, to tlie
Mac.n. Ga., Feb. 15.
1m. executive
without any liiciu.-mAUatado hotel, Albuquerque, and the commit tee of the Stat.- - Agricultural
disturbances of a se- ceived until this noon.
li
The bonds official
There
know
Teos
Fe
and
Santa
of
Society met at the Hot' lauier torious na me in connection with the will be delivered next Tuesday. The t hat I am in this city today. I consider day
the purpose ot ib termining
proceeds of the sale will be used for
celebration.
rumors,
without
on
upon
based
a choice of the citi.
the alxive
where the
extensive harbor improvements and any
n,
informa'i
source
of
state fair is to be held (hi, jear. The
WEDDING
WEATHERBEE-REEother construction work In the Philipcognizance
no
and will therefore take
attendant'.,
very lain.-- nearly all
SOLEMNIZED IN NEW YORK. pines.
Today, ihn niemlxrsis of the comuRieu
of Omley s alleged insiiiiiy.
being
New York, Feb. 15. Misa Henrietta
Judge
present. Macon, Columbia mu Athens
at the court house in chambers.
Co'nsUbl" WVatherbee and Mr. Clark ONTARIO LEGISLATURE IS
corpus
at the
ait- the three cities who are making
OPENED BY GOVERNMENT.! Abbott denied writ of lianas
Potter He'd, will be married
.
man." ;i bid i.ir the fair
t.
i.
tuti it...
today. The ' Ttritn
w. w. i n
u. ir
iu In the case of thu condemned
i o. i in
and representatives
f
uuiai
Church of the Incarnation May
;
spe.-taYVeath-,.rl.e- e
l
legislature will be formally opened
What look strange in
ot theTt- - rare, citie, a:
prenent to
will be Mis
hano
t his
afternoon by bis honor, Lieuten- - j dispatch is the fan that Ta
sii.mil t,, t;u. rnmmit'te 'ie alvant-auevouncer sister of the bride-to-b- e
I'tuMnio
e !
The telegraphic connection, and
ttieir respective
Miss Edith Heed and Miss Helen ant Governor Mortimer Clark.
RcVd listers of the bridegroom; Min uovenment intends to have all public! is about forty miles tiway.
of within eight
Wool Market.
Mabel Hyde and Miss Elsie Ladd. business disposal
weeks and to adjourn tho session on GRANTED REPRIEVE
daughter of Mr. and Mrb. William
d market,
Feb. 1
April
, the day preceding
be
will
(Thursday.
ushers
The
Whitehead l.add.
unchanged.
llarkt-r- ,
organized
rnday.
Good
An
attempt
Steven
WEEK
ONE
Hoordman.
FOR
Jewell
brother of the will be made to do away with the deHicks A. Wea'herbe-eSpelter.
in
past
which
lays
characterithe
have
Arthur
Mcl.aiie.
elect: James
Hag
St. Louis
(loveriior
iif;ernt.m
dealings
(
i'.er, weak,
priin
15- .connection
this
with
und
late
harlts
zed
Oldie
Kobinson. Harold
cn receiving further iufortuati u li.i'U
vate legislation.
Jiulkley.

LABOR

New York, Feb. 5. All grain shipments to Germany from American
ports have ben tied up. pending the
settlement of the tariff question between the United Slates and Gormany.
lhe laat shipments have gone out nnd
no more contracts for American grain
f any kind are unfilled and outstand-

New York, Feb. 15. The
be'twoen the operators and

--

ing.

The tariff agreement between the
United States .and Germany will ex
pire on March 1 of this year and, un
less congress, In the meantime, takes
some definite steps toward the establishment of reciprocal trade relations.
the new high tariff on American grains
will go Into effect In Germany. The
roichstag has accepted the proposed
higher schedule on wheat, oam, rye
nnd barley, bu has not yet acted upon
the proposed higher schedule for earn,
expecting, probably, that the United
States government would take some
steps toward preventing a tariff war
between the two countries.
Under the new law the dufy on
wheat will be 65 marks per kilo, in
stead of 35 as heretofore; rye, BO
marks instead of 35; malting barley
4c instead of 2c marks; and icats, 5c
Instead of 28 marks. Should a tariff
war between the two countries break
out, Germany would Impose the maximum rates, which are still higher than
the rates here given.
It has been a mystery to a great
many people on this side of the ocean.
how the German government was able
to secure the adoption of the new
schedule, as Its Immediate effect would
be a considerable Increase in the price
of bread In all parts of Germany. The
socialists mado the best use of .that
argument In opposing the new schedule, but they were appeased by the
promise of thei German government,
that the sum accruing from the high
er duties, would lie fr.ansferrod to the
imperial pension fund.
The general sentiment In Germany
Is by no means one of enlmty toward
the United States cr Its products. The
people simply feel that they owe It to
a
themselves to retaliate against
country which discriminates against
German products.

NICK

SPEAKER'S

IN

CRITICAL STAGE HAS
NOT YET BEEN REACHED
Algeclras, Feb. 13. The situation In
controversy over
the
the vital points in the Moroccan reforms remains unchanged although
there is u fe'cling that some decisive
CHAIR step Is not far off. It Is conceded that
the critical stage lias not yet been
reached.

One Minute During Roll Call

ranged

-

Franco-German-

Ar-

For

Pair

.

IJiiJUttUMMM

Washington, Feb. 13. a rehearsal
of the Roosevelt-Longwort- h
wedding
will take place at the White house
this evening. Every detail of the ceremony to be performed Saturday will
be gone over, to the end that there
may be no hitch in the formal proceedings.
AUTHORITY BRIEF IN
DURATION AND EFFECT.
Washington, Feb. 15. For one min-

ute today, Representative Longworth
acted in the capacity or speaker of
the house. He was called to the chair
during roll call, but no duty devolved
upon him during that time. When he
left the chair he arranged a pair for
two weeks eir until March 4th.

BEN MANGER ASCENDS
PROMOTION LADDER

d

t.

be-In- e

le--

s

o

fr

c

i

.

, .

s

:

"'

s'.-ady- ;

From lunch counter manager to superintendent of the eastern grand
of t ie Harvey system of eating
tiottsvs in the short space of ten years
is the record of Hen Manger, who has
Just been promoted to the last posl-

-

11

n Ineiil p)tieil.
(anie
This in

over the wire this
morning and was received wi.'h pleas-- !
... r. .uange'rs
un: e.miinem
lornier
empioji's, ma ii y of whom are found at
Five years auo Mr.
the Alv:ir.ip).
.Maui-'- , r was managt r of the little red
lunch counter house. He
H'i'.!.
was pnun.it'.'il t o division superintend-ntami the past few months has been
relieving Superintendent John Stein
division.
on the
His latest
places him in command over
al! Il.irvey houses on the Santa Fe
City and La Jiint.s
b.tweeii Ka:.-.i- s
NeAt.m an.i (Jaivestun, and places
a.i
hiin n ar tin- - top round of Harvey's
i

i

j

,

1

promotion

ladder.

DOUBLE HANGING, BOTH
FOR WHO" ESALE MURDER
I'a., Feb. 15. The first
double hanging in Cambria county oc
ctirred here today when Jacob Mauser
and f'tepheu Feliows were execute.;.
Hau.-- r muider.d his wifeaud her
wounded his sis-t- i
mother, daiigt to.i.-l-y
i.r.v ani a: ..'liip'.ed to kill hU
a'l.n- his wife ha-- left
father
Il.j
si.
wife and!
F.
him.
his wife
..it. g
Wounded
left iiiru.
-

-

he'-ajs-

New

Money
Feb.

,i..

steady, ;,is:
!,,'!! 5'4

i

.!

Market.
IV

M.oney

rinte mercantile
r.

mi'j.

A

PUBLIC
semi-ofllcl-

Two Weeks.

I

n

FRANCE WANTS

DISCUSSION AT ALGECIRAS.
I'arls, Feb. 15. The

city-toda-

t

FIELD

NO DtVELOPEMENTS IN MOROCCO

.

MEN OF PROMINENCE

Begun

ONLY

ORGANIZATIONS

DEBATE

GENERAL WOOD.
from the Mediterranean fleet,
now cruising In those waters under
Admiral Sigsbee, and sent to Chinese
waters. . It is probable that an additional battle ship and crulstr will be
spared from one of rhe other fleets.
The United States never has fa
vored a policy of military aggression
In the orient, and
hag no desire to
bully the Chinese.
In the troubles
which grew out of the Boxer upris
ings the United States was about the
only friend China had. We helped re
duce the Indemnity and have not
pressed the payment of the $25,000,- 00O awarded to the United Stale.
What the United States now de
mands In China, and Is ready to fight
for, Is the right of the American citi
zens to trade in any part of China on
an equal footing with Japanese, Ger
mans, British, or any other nationality,
and that Americana residing in China
be safe In life and property.

...

DEATH CLAIMS

Has

Socialists Opposed but Passed Hope Not Strong That Compromise Can Be Effected
as Duties Go to
Between Parties.
Pension Fund.

t ached

anti-foreig- n

OPPOSES PHILIPPINE
TARIFF AID BILL
Washington, Feb. 15. George Swink
of Itoeky Ford, 0:lo spoke In
to the Philippine tariff bill
itoday before the senate committee for
the Philippines.
PART OF

Conference

j

CHINA'S MODERN

FEMALE SUFFRAGISTS
ATTEND THE SENATE
ashington, Feb. 15. The senate had
as auditors today a number of lady
members of the equal suffrage association, who after their hearing before the committee on wisnman suffrage, repaired to the senate galleries.
Many of them feel an Interest in the
questions involving the joint statehood bill, and they were present for
the purpose of seeing the measure
launched uion its voyage through the

STAGE CENTER

WILL RAISE COST OF BREAD ANTHRACITE

Preparations For Our Fight With Almond Eyes.

Teller and Patterson Work
Against Bill With Might

A FEW LESS INTERESTING

NUMIJEK 05

NEARS CRISIS

of Ohio

FIGHT STARTS OUT

ujo(i

on call,
pape-r-

,

al

conference
the union

mine workers of the hard coal fields
of Pennsylvania, at which efforts will
be made to formulate an agreement
between the employers and the men.
to go into effect April 4st, when tho
award of the anthracite strike commission expires, will be held this afternoon. All coal companies will be
represented and the interests of the
employes will be looked after by
special fcale committee of thlrty-sl- x,
which Is made up of the mine workers' executive boards of the three anthracite districts. President Mitchell
is chairman
committee.
Demands to be Made.
The propositions to be presented t
the mine operators by the union representatives today have not been mada-publibut more or less accurate reports of their nature have leaked out.
It has been learned that among the
proposals to be submitted are those
for an eight hour day, without any
reduction In wages for all employes
paid by the hour, day or week; a uniform wage scale In the three anthracite districts for the different classes
of employes; adequate compensation
for dead work performed by contract
miners; increase of wages of from 10
to 20 per cent for all company men;
adoption of a system by which the
coal shall be paid for by weight
wherever practicable; and recognition
of the union. Before they went Into
tlie conference today the operators
and representatives of the men were
hopeful of an amicable ; agreement.
The operators are a unit against the
recognition of the miners' association,
but It is understood that if the operators are reasonably liberal, from the
miners' point of view, and an agreement Is in sight, the union will not
push the organization to the front and
pres. to rlta. recognition. ,
of-thi- s

LABOR DEBATE BETWEEN
ORGANIZATION
LEADERS.
'
Pittsburg,, Pa., Feb. 15. Intense interest Is manifested among local la-l- or
men iu the joint conference which,
will be held In the old city hall thia

evening under the Joint auspices of
the Industrial Workers of the World
and the American Federation of Labor.

The meeting Is a result of an attack
which was made at a meeting of the
Industrial Workers of the World on
December 11, 19H5, upon the American Federation- of Labor and its national and International unions. The
Industrial Workers ofTered to prove
that the American Federation of Labor was "no good" and tho challenge
was taken up by Thomas H. Flynn, tne
national organizer of the Federation
of lJLmr. lie Invited E. R. Markley.
representing the Industrial
Workers
of the World, a socialist organization,
to hold a Joint meting and to discuss
the assertion of the Industrial Workers and Rive them an opportunity to
prove tne correctness of their state
ment.
Tiio debate will bo conducted
by Markley and Llynn, but it is expected that there will be many other
prominent labor leaders belonging to
doi n sines who may take part in the
discussion.

Temps this afternoon says that the
time has now come for "public discussion before the AJgeciras conference with Europe und America as
witnesses of Franco's good Intentions." The paper further asserts that
private efforts among the delegates
to Induce France to retreat from her
position are henceforth useless, adding: "It is now for the assembled
conference to decide whether, as Ger
many contends France's claims are Ir
reconcilable with the dignity of Morocco, the sovereignty of the sultan MINSTRELS PLEASED
and commercial liberty." This indiLARGE AUDIENCE
cates that France eloes not want to
purpsue efforts for private accord before the controversy reaches the con RICHARDS & PRINGLE'S AGGRE
ference.
GATION RECEIVED MUCH APPLAUSE TWO WINNING
FEANEW MEXICO MEDICS
TURES.
Albuquerque has had several min
GE11ING IN LINE
strel organizations here this wasou.
COUNCIL OF THE TERRITORIAL but the performance last night seemed to please better than any of tho
ARORGANIZATION
MAKING
previous ones. While the opening of
FOR
RANGEMENTS
ANNUAL the
first part did not make much of a
CONVENTION.
hit, before the performance had proDr. W. H. Tipton, of Las Vegas, was ceeded many numbers the colored perthe only member of the council of the formers hud the audience with them
New Mexico Medical association not and after that It was "easy money"
present when the council met at tho for them to win laughs and applause
Commercial club building this morn- from the audience?. With the exceping to discuss plans for tho annual tion of "Everybody Works but Father"
which the writer had hoped would not
convention which will be held In
be resurrected by the lieorgias. and
on May
President P. (i. Cornish presided at one or two others of a like nature, thu
the meeting, and those present were songs were new and well rendered.
Secretary lr. It. L Mi Hride. of Las The two features that won the moat
Cruces; Dr. S. II. Swope, of Denting, appreciation from thu audience, howand Dr. (ieo. W. Harrison, who with ever, despite the fact that funny ClarDr. Cornish, are residents of Albu- ence Powell had to sing about ten
was the comquerque. When discussing the meet- verses of ".Never,"
ing of the council, Secretary Mcllride edy work or Frank Klrke, tne tramp,
stater that it was for the purpose of and his musical partner, Cooper. Kirke
discussing arrangements for. tho big has many laughable stunts und a faconvention to be held in May and oth- cial expression that la great, lie keut.
er matters private and beneficial to the audience iu an uproar from luo
the profession. There has been a re- lime of his appearance, while Cooper
organization in the national body in furnished the music. This team rerecent, years, and the .New' Mexico as- sponded to several encores, the audisociation is preparing- to get in line. ence raising the roof each time until
Matters pertaining to this movement they did respoud. The othe r star feawere discussed at tin. meeting of the ture was the work of Marsh Craig,
"the human enigma," und a good tillo
council.
it Is, too. His contoruion work and
IOWA'S COLDEST DAY
fea's of tialanclng were simply
he seemingly not being equipHAS BEEN REACHED.
Des Moines, la., Feb. 15. The maxiped with bones.
The entertainment,
mum In the cold wave lu Iowa was closed with a skit entitled "Jim Jack-so- u
early
at Cincinnati," in which Comedian
reached
unlay when the mercury
at Charles Cify re ached
degrees be- Powell carried e.ff the honors, and
low. D s Moiu.'s reports In degrees which was rendered by the same minbelow.
strel company when here last year.
LARGE FREIGHT STEAMER
McCALL'S CONDITION
GETS FIRMLY AGROUND
BUT LITTLE CHANGED
Scltuate, Mass., Fe b. 15 The lirg
Lakewood, N. J J'eb. 15. Llulu
freight steauii r Devonian is ushore change in the condition of John A.
near here She has four passengers McC'all. rimer president of the New
aboard. It Is hoped that tugs will be York Life, is ri;oxt,eJ today by hU
able to float her at hlgU tide,
pliyelolans. .
wou-derf-
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man who should bo working for tout
-man wh5 would grimiy lend you money"
u HK to buy your horse?
man Jh3
man who would buy an Interest in your bualnwat
man who would buy that lot of ground?
man who would buy your old bicycle?

h

''

ALBUQUERQUE,

4

Citizen Want Ads, Furnish you
with names and addresses
who are
of people
"Neccessary
to Your Prosperity"

X5hQ

C

Washington. D.
Feb. 14. At the
ige of Mi. Mrs. Ann K. Gridicy. mother
of the famous captain tJ whom Ad
miral Dewey gave the order, "You
may begin firing when you are ready,

Gridley," and grandmother of Lieutenant John V. P. Cridley, killed two
years ago by the explosion of the
battleship Missouri, is regularly at
work as a clerk in the land office, n
subdivision of the Department of the
Interior.
Spry, cheery, and without a wjrd of
complaint, Mrs. Gridicy keeps the regular office hours, and does the regu
lar work of those in her division. She
has worked for the government, almost continuously, for 30 years. Durshe
ing Cleveland's administration
was let out; the records showed that
she had served ns nurse In the union
army.
But Presideut Harrison reappointed her, and she has been in
office since.
Her salary is U00 a
year.
Mrs. Gridicy came to Washington
from Michigan shortly after the war.
Her husband was Frank Grldley of
Hillsdale, Mich. He had been engaged
in mtrcantlle pursuits before the war,
but he became a confirmed invalid,
and Mrs. Gridicy sought employment
and supported them both for many
years.
She has one son. Luelen E. Grldley.
for years an employe of the treasury
department, with whom she lives.
Mrs. Grldley has a pension of $20
a month granted her, on account of
her services as nurse during the Civil
War. President Roosevelt has taken
a personal interest In Mrs. Grldley,
and has recommended that congress
pass a bill, increasing her pension
to $100 a month, which would enable
Iter to resign from office and take a
few years rest. Representative Aldcn
Smith has introduced a bill, but the
matter has failed to attract attention
in the press of other legislation.
The prize money to which Captain
Grldley was entitled as a result or
the captures In Manila Bay, amounting to nearly $100,ino, went, with the
insurance and pension, to his widow,
who resides in Erie, Pa. The latter
also received the insurance, etc., after
the death of her son, the young lieutenant, who was killed on the Missouri.
Captain Giidley's r mains were cremated in Manila, and no monument
ever has been erected to commemorate him or ills bravery in the national
cemetery at Arlington, though there Is

WANTED

Address,

S. M., Citizen.
1 gl i
est c a s:i

price paid
household gcxids. M.
for second-hanEllison, 4(15 South First street. Colo,
'phone, Red 131.
WANTEDGentleman or lady, with
good reference, to travel for firm of
$250,0110 capital.
Salary, $1,72 per
year and expenses;
salary paid
weekly and expenses advanced. Address, with stamp, J. A. Alexander,
Albuquerque, N. M.

W A NTE I

I have Borne ranches
to trade for city property. T. L.
McSphdden. 300 South Broadway.

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

Money to Loan
Furniture, Pianoe. Organs, Horses
On

Wagons and other Chattels: also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RE--!
CEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
as sou.uu. Loans are quickly made
and strictly private.
Time:
One
month to one year given. Goods re
your
In
possession.
rates
main
Our
are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
FOR RENT
parts of the world.
FOR RENT Rooms lor housekeepRooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
ing. 524 West Railroad avenue.
315 West Railroad Ate.
FOR RENT Rooms for light
PRIVATE OFFICES.
D24 South Second street.
Open Evenings.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
with steam heat. Grant building,
THIS IS THE NEXT.
Railroad avenue. Inquire
at room B.
brick One four-rooFOR RENT The nine-rooframe house, modern.
house, with bath and laundry, at 211 One
brick on South Edith
North Fifth street. Maynard Gunstreet, both for

Elf

NEW MEXICO

Capital and Surplus .$100,0Q0

TO EXCHANGE

Voting man, raised on
WANTED
farm, would like work on a ranch.

.j

Montezuma Trust Co.

"'lTifJ
;

15, 1906.

BANK INSTITUTIONS

DO YOU WANT THE
NAME AND ADDRESS

Dally and Weekly by

Published

CITIZEN

house-keepln-

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

Extends to Depositors every Proper Accommodation,
Accounts Capital, $190,000.00.

and

Solicits

New

LOUISVILLE EXPECTS TO ENTER
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
HUNDRED
SEVERAL
TAIN
SOLOMON LUNA, President.
W. 8. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier
Ann
THOUSAND THE COMING JUNE.
W.J.Johnson, Asst. Cashier. Wm. Mcintosh J. C. Baldrldge
Solomon Luna
A. M. Blackwell
George Arnot
The business manager of The
0. E. Cromwell
livening Citizen, W. T. McCreight, W.
pigeon
bill
also
for
this
a
purimse,
J. Cardwell, and probably other ex
holed somewhere in some capitol comDEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RY.
Blll.
Kcntuektans, here, in the city, have re- S3 600 00
mittee room.
FOR RENT Three, four ami
lved handsomely printed folders
"My work Is very pleasant here,"
announcing the fact that all Ken
houses; one furnished. W. H.
said Mrs. Gridicy. "I have little writMcMillion, real estate dealer, 211
Rented all the time
grand
old
left
who
that
tuckians.
now to do, and spend most of my
ing
for $20 each. A 12
West Gold avenue.
commonwealth and took up their resi
alphabeticarranging
time
documents
per cent investment.
lence elsewhere, will be welcomed to
furnished
ally and numerically. Long practice FOR RENT Three-room. "Home
Coming Gathering," which
16th,
rooms
the
tent
other
after
and
In
of
me
bit
skill
quite
a
given
has
will be held in the city of Louisville,
from $10 to $15 per month. Mrs.
this line.
PORTERFIELD CO.,
E. K. Norrls, 524 St. John street.
from June 13 to 17, 1906, inclusive,
Is very, considerate
"Everybody
Office, 110 West Gold Avenue.
ALBUQUERQTja, N. U.
The celebration will be under the
would
I
and kind. Sometimes think It
FOR SALE
auspices of the Louisville Commercial
I could afford to go and
if
restful
be
host-cflCinb that city !eing the
work and conveyancing.
pay a few visits, and see my relatives FOR SALE All lots in Coronada Notarial
I Orflcan and Director.
All Kentuckians will Join in the welIs where that inL. McSpadden, 300 South
That
T.
Place.
friends.
and
come to Its returning sons and
RAYNOLDS
Broadway.
JOBE7A
8.
would come handy.
pension
crease
of
CARDS
PROFESSIONAL
daughters. Every county in the state
M. W. FLOCRNOT
PMaMesrt
But 1 am more anxious that they build SEL.L, KENT OR TRADE ust your
will have a commissioner, appointed
JMANK MoOiiBj
my son in
to
m
monument
Oaaular
aw
property
a
suitable
flic&pauaen,
1.
T.
with
DENTISTS.
by Governor Beckham, and headR.
A. FROST
AMsXait Casfater
Arlington. That Is really a grief to
South Broadway.
quarters will be opened in the new
.,,
,
fiATNOLiDS
,yreeAsjsl
mm .
H. F.
m- .
ma
mimm M , . ,
me.
FOR SALE Furniture and musical
Armory (one of the lurgest of the kind
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
"I was received by the president, a
sold at once,
instruments;
must
be
to
receive
States),
there
Surgeon.
United
the
in
Dental
v. . DBPOaiTORT.
while ago. He was more than kind
;:I.3ISl'5I?'lr:?t "
Call at 110 Hazeldine avenue.
and register natives of each county.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
so courteous, and so much of a gentle- FOR SALE OR TRADE A good bust
company.
Goods
Dry
Bach county in the slate has assured
Golden
Rule
the
man.
It was his own thought about
Anttorlsed Capital
ness for city property. T. L. Mc Both 'phones. Appointments made Dy
Col. R. S. Crown, chairman of the
the Increase of pension."
Broadway.
300
Spadden,
Up Caoltal, Surplus and Profit
South
$36$,O0-- .
PaU
club,
of
committee
the
entertainment
mail.
Officials of the land department
cogallon
Ten
FOR
thousand
in
SALE
will
heartiest
aid
the
that it
Edmund J. Alaer. D. D. S.
have only go'id words for Mrs. Ann
Depository for Atchison, Topeka Sc. Banta Fe Railway Oonryay
operation to entertain the prodigal
cedar tank cheap. J. H. Heald, 805
Office
No 306 Railroad avenue.
Grldley. On the occasion of her 80th
6
phono
ave.
Colorado
daughters.
East
Grand
eons and
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
birthday, she was given a reception
three rings.
Railroads all over the United States
p. m. to 5 p. m. Teiepnone
i. ap
by her fellow employes and departwlll give one fare for the round trip
post
SALE Indian trading
polntments made by man.
friends.
mental
good location and a paying business.
for this great, event, so the chances
LAWYERS.
T. U McSpadden, 300 South Broad
of having many thousands of transwives,
A O. N. MARRON, President.
planted Kentuckians, their
J. B. HERNDON, Cashier.
way.
Bernard S. Rodey.
NEW HEAD OF ST.
their sons, and daughters, will be RED RIVER MINING
FOR SALE Saddle pony; also sec
Albuquerue
ATTORN
greatly enhanced.
ond hand harness and saddle. W N. M. Prompt attention given to an
MICHAEL'S COLLEGE
Wednesday. June 13lh, will be
DISTRICT LOOKS GOOD
H. McMillion, real estate dealer, 211 business pertaining to the proiession
known as "Reception and Welcome
West Gold avenue.
Will practice in all courts of the terriDay." Hon. Henry Watterson. whom EASTERN CAPITAL POURING IN BROTHER
Ai
SUCCEEDS
SALE Cheap, Fairbanks
LEWIS
FOR
tory and before the United State
the writer has had the pleasure of AND OBTAINING PROPERTIES.
gasoline
en land office.
Morse'
Dower
BROTHER BOyULPH, THE
meeting and listening to his famous
gine, suitable for small pumping
DEATH OCCURRING LAST
THE LYNCH MINES.
Ira M. Bond.
lectures cn several occasions, will depmnt. r.nquire ,i. w. .Mcmmue.
WEEK.
.
32 F street
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWNew Mexico
oi
liver the chief address of welcome,
Residence
OR
RENT
SALE
FOR
Louis,
spocts
pr
C. Pensions,
of the St.
D.
With the
Washington,
W.,
prefect
David R. Francis of
N
studof
and
Lewis,
E.
Brother
Ad
avenue.
1016
Railroad
West
caveats
&
Pacific railroad ies, has been chosen by the board of
lands, patents, copyrights,
Missouri, the response. Several other Rocky Mountain
dress. Darby A. Day, El Paso, Tex letter patents, trade marks, claims.
Capital
$100,000.00
orators reaching Elialiethtown, New Mexico, directors of St. Michael's college,
distinguished
good
A
OR
TRADE
FOR
SALE
leing
next summer, mining there is
will also address the people.
Mil the vacancy created
Bryan.
Fe,
D.
to
Santa
W.
15,000.00
R.
Surplus
Profits
bargain.
T
Undivided
and
A
piano.
Schumaker
Thursday, June 14th. is to be revived. Manv of the old mines which by the death of the veneralble Brother
.
Albuquer
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWL. McSpadden, 300 South Broadway
National
"Foster Day," in honor or Stephen have been Idle for years are leing Botulph, which occurred last Friday
M. Office, First
FOR SALE Small stock merchandise que, N.
Collins Foster, the author of the im- again placed In condition for active at noon.
T. U McSpadden, 300 Bank building.
si bargain.
at
mortal song, "The Sun Shines Bright work. Prospect lug is going on over
to
Brother Ambrose was selected
The State National bank solicits a share of your business, upon
South Broadway.
E. W. Dobson.
on My Old Kentucky Home." It is the grounds every day, and new mines nil the position of prefect, and Brother
.
Office Crcm
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWSALE
Hardman
A
FOR
handsome
charge-othe
intended that this best of all famous will be developed.
the basis of sound, progressive banking, liberal and accurate treatCharles was placed In
piano, In fine condition and almost well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
Lack of railroad facilities has made third class, the place formerly held
eongs be sung that day 'by 5,000 school
ment. Correspondence or a personal interview solicited.
new, at a bargain.
For partlcu
children, in honor of Foster's memory. the shipment of the dirst so expensive by Brother Ambrose. The board of
ARCHITECTS.
office.
lars,
at
call
this
It
pay
mines.
work
not
s
did
to
the
that
afbe
will
Walling
day
On that
the
directors had its meeting Monday
F. W. Spencer and V. O.
for half thei
taken on special trains to Frankfort, The ore had to be hauled in wagons ternoon.
The selection of Brother FOR SALE Ten lots
ford, rooms 46 47, Barnett building OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
Also,
two
once.
and
railroad
to
sixty
at
value,
sold
miles
the
for
if
unveiling
of
the
Foster
to witness the
M. Both 'phones.
Lewis as head of the college meets
a Albuquerque, N.
statute In the new capitol, in that city. then shipped to the smelter. This with the approval of the brothers and cottages to rent. H. R. Sollie.store,
"
PUBLIC.
NOTARY
Company's
mine
soon
the
Furniture
will
and
be
Emmons
obviated
in"Daniel
will
13th,
bo
Friday, June
friends of this great educational
ESTABLISHED 1871
0 "OLD RELIABLE"
to
ixgin
are
getting
ready
owners
16rh,
D:ne Day;" Suturday, June
stitution generally. There are several FOR SALE OR TRADE Are you In
Thos. K. D. Maddison,
spring.
early
w.irk
in
the
Sunday.
some
terested In mines? I have
"Greater Kentucky Day," and
brotuers who have been teaching in
Office with W. B. Childcrs, 117 West
The Lynch mines, consisting tf the St. Michaels Tor many years, uui hi
said to be good deals. Talk with
June 17th, will be "Until We Meet
Gold avenue.
been
group,
recently
have
Bandana
me, T. L. McSpadden, 300 S. Broad
Again," and everybody will attend the
placing a voting man at the head of
Phila
of
by
Gibbons
purchased
t'has.
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
way.
churches. On "Daniel Boone Day"
the institution, the directors secured
there will be prizes for sewing bees, delphia, Pa., and Pittsburg capitalists. new vigor, advanced Ideas, and a FOR SALE Modern bungalow, one
A. L Morgan.
apple parings, corn husklngs, the day Thrt price paid for the mines was man who will be able Hi hold 1he reins
f
block from car line
and
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACconcluding with the "Virginia Reel," $16j,iM"i. The m in s were examined for a goodly number of years.
two lots, gas, electric lights, trees
are
Grain
on a platform (inside a stockade), for the purchasers by Col. A. P.
lawn. barn. Inquire C. A. Wright TOR AND BUILDER Estimates
cheerfully furnished; Job work, solicbuilding.
Indian
built to hold several thousand couples. Hunter, the mining expert of Wallace.
Alvarado
MEDICINE
PATENT
A
NOT
Automatic phone, 724; shop at
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock ot Staple Groceries
Shocks of corn and barrels of apples Idaho.
FOR SALE $25,000 rancn at a bar ited.
street, Albuquer
911 North Second
It is claimed that by proper develop Hyomei a Scientific Treatment for
in the Southwest.
are being gathered this winter to be
in
property
small
will
gain;
take
M.
que,
N.
ment the mines at Elizabethtown will
used in the husking and paring.
by Breathing Medicated A'r.
wire, phone or
Catarrh
exchange.
Write,
There will be excursions to all the surnass those of Cripple Creek. Mat
PHYSICIANS.
talk with F. L. McSpadden, 303
AND
Breathed through the pocket in- Irlncipal sights, including the Mam thew Lynch took out of the Bandana
South Broadway.
ouur,
every
M.
D.
MAHAFFEY,
moth Cave, the two high bridges, to niines. prl r to 188H, over $2,5i,imhj baler that comes with
L.
A.
A good general merchan
Since that date the mines Hyomei destroys all catarrhal germH FOR SALE grocery
ALBUQUERUE, N. U.
and Surgeon
the battlefields of IVrryvllle and Pea in gold.
RAILROAD AVENUE
business, with meat Homeopathic Physicianbuilding,
dise and
over
of the throat and
Kidge, and the several hundred thous- have not been worked. Michael Cow! in the
25, Whiting
Room
buildings
included,
for
and
market
who will no ley, well known in this cily. has been nose, soothes and heals ineeffect u- and
Vann's drug store. Automatic
Inquire, M. Dragoie, 300
rent.
in ehnrire of the mines. No tated mucous membrane and
telephone, 410.
doubt attend, can be assurred of a
Broadway.
North
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all
system
the
KTand time in Louisville, the coming expense will le spared to place them 'ally drives from
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European
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plan;
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new
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all
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on the best
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residence
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and
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Elizabethtown
miles
north
of
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Doming; Urn. Granvill A. Richardson
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invitation
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leaving
L
town.
F.
month; owner
Phvsicians and Surgeons,
or Ijs Cruces; Hon. Xeill B. Field two vears. The owners have con 1...
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best makes. Call at The Citizen of
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Broadway.
white
South
mine,
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out of
The old Aztec
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printer
know
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of
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FOR SALE
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how to do
MATTERS.
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good
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horses,
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water,
for by IndiamiiMilis
the latter can in his letters extend to IIIJ! II' goliated
house, barn,
ness ami wagon;
them an invitation to participate ill ( capitalists, w hile Hie placer grounds
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Ivuia between
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Kodol Digests What You Eat.
with the big ditcn. 42 miles long, has
to matters before the land office.
Just a little KodoJ after meals will been bargained for by Sir Thomas
One Minute Cough Cure contains not Fur SALE Twost r brick building.
ASSAYERS.
gas
on
belching,
relieve that fulness,
Bird of Wallingfunl, England.
sixteen rooms; hot water bent, hot
an atom of any harmful drugs, and it
ritomach, and all other symptoms of
croup
gas
water;
electricand
colds,
cold
cougs,
and
curing
has
been
& COLLINS,
indigestion. Kodol digestB what you AFTER THE "SOILED
33.
....s n eacn room 10, ni: loet; ,c, ,, CORBET
and whooping cough so long that it
rf Mnl
Engeer.. United
vat, and enables the stomach and diDOVES" OF SOCORRO. has proven itself to be a tried and
Hose In- the best riming and
Surveyors.
RIGHT
Mineral
PRESCRIPTIONS
funcgestive organs to perform their
NEXT TO BANK OF COMMERCE
iMiarding house
city;
HAs3AYERS
District Alloiiuv Hlfeuo ilaca isltni. friend to the many who uso it.
choking
tions naturally. Kodol Is a thorough making a vigorous and determined ef-- ' No need
furnished;
nicely
.
price
M.
San'ta
house
your
child
N.
and;E
Fe.
to fear of
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PACE THREE.

CON LEY WILL
HANG TOMORROW

Governor Hagerman Refuses
to Grant a Reprieve and

HAlG

AT TOWN

OF TAOi

John Conley, why was convicted of
the murder of James Redding near
Questa, January 16, 1905. and who
was sentenced to be hanged Friday,
February 16, will pay the fullest penalty of the law for his crime. Governor Herbert J. Hagerman. before
leaving for Albuquerque yesterday,
told the condemned man's legal representatives that he declined to grant
the reprieve for which thev petitioned.
The sentence of death will be
carried out at Taos, Taos county,
some time tomorrow, where the
doomed man is now in jail, and has
been closely guarded day and night.
The scaffold upon which he Is to die
lias already been constructed.
The
attorneys interested in the case were
practically assured that the governor
would not grant the reprieve. Conley
will today Ik? informed that HI efforts
in his behalf have failed.
In speaking of the case Governor
Hagerman said:
Reasons.
"I listened closely to all
points
brought to my attention in Conley's
behalf. They were principally technicalities of law cf inlerest only to
members of the legal fraternity.
After hearing them and carefully noting
each. I secured the advice of several
attorneys and talked the case over
with them. The result was that I
could find nothing sufficient to change
my former decision. Conley had a fair
and impartial trial and was found
guilty of the great crime of murder
in the first degree. He was sentenced to be hanged and the law must be
enforced. There is nothing of suffici-eweight to warrant my Interference."
In his written reply to the attorneys
Governor Hagerman states that he
has carefully examined the records of
the trial and that he does not think,
even should he grant a reprieve, that
the attorneys could secure a reversal
of the verdict of the lower court, by
carrying the case to the supreme
nt

court.

HOW POOR MEN WORKING FOR WAGES CAN BECOME RICH AND RICH MEN
BECOME RICHER

A
A

Only Four Lots Left in the Mew

Grant Tract

A

Murderer Must Suffer.
WILL

A

Attorney Departs.
Attorney Lusk left Santa Fe last
night for his home at Taos and he
will have the unpleasant task of telling Conley that he must die.
John Conley at the time of the
murder of Redding also shot and killed Charles Purdy, 7u years old. He
liad gone to his claim in the Guadalupe placers near Questa, with the old
man and boy to do assessment work.
A quarrel arose over certain terms in
the contract and the shooting then
took place. Conley fled to Red River,
passing through Questa, and surrendered about twenty-fou- r
hours later
to a posse sent In pursuit.
Conley's plea In court was self defense. He said that he was attacked
liy Purdy with an ax and that he ran
to his horse. He said the boy attempted to cut off his retreat and
poised an ax as though to throw it.
He then began shooting. From circumstances, however, the court interred that. Purdy was killed during
the quarrel and that Conley shot Redding while the boy was fleeing toward
the horses In an attempt to escape.
Conley was not tried for the slaying
of Purdy, as he was found guilty of
Killing Redding.

A
LOTS IN THE EASTERN ADDITION
HIGHLANDS AT PRESENT PRICES OF FROM $100 TO $150 ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN; ONLY $10
DOWN, BALANCE $4 PER MONTH, AND IN A FEW YEARS YOUR MONEY WILL RUN
iNTO FOUR FIGURES.

BUY A FEW

A
A
A

f

9

A

IN ORDER TO CLOSE THE SALE, WE OFFER THESE FOUR CHOICE LOTS,
FACING
ON 6TH ST., ONLY FOUR BLOCKS FROM THE 4TH WARD PUBLIC SCHOOL, AS A
WHOLE, FOR $675 $40 DOWN, BALANCE $15 PER MONTH.
SIMILAR
ADJOINING
PROPERTY IS NOW HELD AT $800, AND WILL BE WORTH $1000 AS SOON AS
WEATHER PERMITS A LOT OF CONTEMPLATED
BUILDING
IMPROVEMENTS IN
THAT VICINITY. THE BEST QUICK RETURN SPECULATION OFFERED IN THE CITY
y TODAY.
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ATTORNEY GENERAL PASSES ON
QUESTION AS TO CLOSING OF
X

BUILDINGS.

Attorney General George V. Prfcu-arhas made the fallowing decision
in resx:nse to a letter from Prof.
Hiram Hadley, superintendent of public instruction:'
"Sir 1 am In receipt of your favor
of the Gth inst., in which you make
the following statement of facts:
"A public school Is close'd by order
of the lioard of Health en account ot
diphtheria or some other contagious
disease. The Ikmrd of School Direc-- !
tors has a contract with the teacher
for a definite length of session, and
the closing of the school will net make
the session any shorter, but will
simply make the date of its closing
later."
"L'pon this statement I am asked for
an opinion es to what the law Is as
to paying the teacher for the tinio the
school is closed and whether the. fact
that t.io date of closing the school Is
made later, has any modifying effect
on the law or the rule as to the payment of tho teacher for the time lost
en account of the school having been
closed.
"Sections ir34 and 1535 ot the Compiled Laws of 1897, as amended, are
the sections bearing on the authority
of school directors to employ teachers
in the public schools of this territory.
Under these sections ttiey are authorized to "pay teachers' wages and to
'employ and pay school teachers under
the restrictions Imposed by this act,
and shall have the general control and
management of the schools In their
respective districts,' subject to the
supervision of the county superintendent. I do not have before, me the contract between the school directors and
the teacher you refer to, but I assume
It is a contract covering a certain period at a stipulated price per month.
The teacher that takes employment
under a contract with a Hoard ol
School Directors does so cf course
BUbJect. to all unavoidable contingencies that may 'arise that would cause
the closing of the school. If the school
directors, themselves, are not to
blame, but the closing f the school
results from some other cause, which
is not within the power of the board
to avoid, or, which, if they should try
to avoid, might bring some calamity
to the school, the teacher Is In no
position t demand his wages during
t:ie time of the necessary closing of
the school. This question has been
d

KAHN.
OF WAGON MOUND. DEAD.
Icwis Kahn died at a hotel in Wagon
Mound the other morning, without
OLD-TIME-

ailments or struggle. He came to San
Miguel, then the county seat of San
Miguel county, in 1852. In the latter
part of the 7U's he moved to Sapello,
where Henry Goke resides, and there
lived until 1875, when he moved to
Mora and there resided. He was visiting with Misses Mary and Regina,
his daughters,
who run the-- Santa
Clara hotel at Wagon Mound. His
wife, Candela.ria, preceded him to his
grave two years ago. He was 78 years
old a.t the time of his death.
1

WILL PROBABLY
RESULT IN MURDER.
Seferino Jlmlnez, the waiter who
was assaulted and stabbed at Santa
Fe by a notorious woman last Saturday, is In a serious condition. He may
die. A downward stroke of the knife
cut a deep stroke In one shoulder and
the point penetrated the left lung. The
ether wound was in the side but Is not
serious. Jlmlnez is leing cared for by
friends. The woman, although well
known, has not been arrested. The
officers say that no complaint haa
been made against 'her, and as they
did not see the crime committed, they
cannot arrest, her.

SHOT AND
KILLED BY LUMBERMAN.
dispatch to the Denver
A special
Folpapers, from Las Vegas, says:
lowing close on the murder of Miss
Eva Ludwig and the suicide of her
slayer, George Kvans, Las Vegas was
ajain shocked today by news of the
killing at Red Lakes, this county, of
Lee McHendry, a wealthy ranchman,
who was well known in this city. McHendry, who Is one of the richest
stock owners In the county, was engaged in a. quarrel with Robert Salmon, a rich lumberman, w ho has also
PRAISES COUNTY
for a year been one cf the most prominent, citizens of this setction. Finally
M. T. MORIARITY RETURNS FROM McHendry jerked out his gun, but Salmon was too quick for him, and before
CALIFORNIA AND SAYS NEW he could
fire, the other man had sent
MEXICO IS GOOD ENOUGH.
a bullet tarough his chest. Death was
instantaneous.
M. T. Moriarity, who owns a ranch
near th town which lxars his name, SETTLERS GOING INTO
ESTANC A VALLEY.
in the Estaneia valley, was In Santa
The party of new settlers in the
Fe, the other day. Mr. Moriarity 'has
just returned from California, where Estaneia valley, wnich visited the terhe had a. chance to compare that ritorial capital Tuesday, in companj
vaunted country with bis home terri- with Immigration Agent George W.
Harbin, was composed of the followtory.
"California Is all right," he said. "1 ing: L. E. Skelley, Charles Myers.
don't want 1 3 say anything against it. Frank Seymour, Tom McBrldo, CharHill,
Mo.;
Pleasant
New Mexico, however, is all right, too, les Gateskill,
and it dosen't take one long to find It Isaac Zook, East, Lynne, Mo.; A. T.
out. I was at .Moriarity last week, Myers, Joe Scott, John Scott, Charles
just after my return from the coast, Scott, Fort Seott, Kan. They were
and found everything In fine shape for well pleased with the conditions and
Jhe coming season. You ought to see resources of the Estaneia valley, and
the sheep and cattle in that valley. have concluded to Income permanent,
There isn't a herd of steers down there residents cf that section of New Mexbut could be placed on tile market ico. They 'have returned to their old
fight today, and command top prices. homes In the east to make tho necesThe winter grass is fully a foot high. sary arrangements to sell their holde
and tuere are quantities of it. The ings there and to move, bag and
to New Mexico. They have been
cattle are in the best condition I ever
saw, for range stock. If I wanted a supplied with bureau of immigration
good steak, right now, I wouldn't go literature concerning the territory,
east ror corn ted stuff, but 1 would and will do missionary work In the
Just take any no of the htrds down sections from which they now hall,
in that valley end pick out my beef. and bring ether immigrants to the
All are sure they are doing
i nose wflo are going to tarm in the territory.
valley this summer have already be the right thing.
gun making preparations.
I believe
t.iey are going to have a banner crop ASSISTANT U. S. ATTORNEY
WILL RESIDE IN TUCSON.
'oo. I do cot. think that the Estaneia
United Stales Attorney J. U IJ. Aalley can be excelled for wheat
growing by Kansas, Nebraska, Mis- lexander and his new assistant, Edsouri, Illinois, or any of the stutes In win F. Jones, formerly of Raton, New
he middle west. I raised over 4) Mexico, arrived in Tucs n the other
bushels of wheat ti the acre on my day front Solomon v;ilc, where tuey
ranch one year, just to show what have been attending the session of the
could be done. 1 also had good crops I'nited States court in the Fifth Juof Indian corn. All that is needed dicial district of the territory, says
ko insure the welfare of this valley the Tucson Citizen.
Mr. Jones, who came to the southfur all time is a good class of settlers.
I
noticed, down around my country, west from Alabama, se veral years tigo,
that ihe'e are a lot of new families will reside in Tucson. He has not yet
arriving from Massachusetts and Ohio. selected office quarters, but wnl do
very shortly. He will also bring
They ate good farmers and 1 predict
his family to Tucson.
niiccetj.s for them.
Several or the residents in the Fifth
"The Estaneia Valley is also admirably suited for rye anil German millet, district will tarry uwiiile Uhiud the
I planted
rye on my ranch and got bars some In the coum jail at
and others at Yuma as the
two crops a scasort from it. I exiect
of prosecutions by the governlo return to Moriarity, Sunday, and result
nie lack may be able to ment for violation of the statute rewhin
garding
tell additions! facts concerning inc- Violatr the sale of liquors to Indians.
ns have been flagrant in Graoming farming district of New Mex- ham
and Gila counties, and the govico."
ernment is determined to break up
the business of supplying the Indians
Don't Deceive Yourself.
with liquor. Eleven convictions were
you
If
yourself.
have
Don't deceive
secured, several of the persons conIndigestion take Kodol Dyspepsia victed being sentenced to terms in the
you.
Rev.
E.
W.
relieve
will
It.
Cure.
penitent iary.
Hocutt. South Mills, N. C. Fays: "
indigestion
sev
with
for
was troubled
Itching Piles.
If you are acquainted with anyone
oral years; whatever I ate seemed to
flutstomach,
sour
who U troubled with this distressing
ause heartburn.
tering of my heart, and general de- ailment, you can do Mm no greater
I
body.
My
pression of mind an.
drus favor than to tell him to try
gist recommended Kodol, and It has
Salve. It gives instant relief.
eat
now
anything
relieved nie. I can
This talve also cures sore nipples
night."
Kodo letter and salt rheum. Price 25 cents.
and sleep soundly at
digests what you eat, makes the For bale by all druggists.
sweet".
Palatable, strength
stomach
Subscribe for The Citizen and get
nlng and affords quick relief. Soli
by all druggists.
the news.
RANCHMAN

are oausad by Indigestion.
If you eat a
little too much, or if you art subject to
attacks of Indication, you have no doutft
had shortness of breath, rapid heart "beat,
heartburn or palpitation of the heart
Indication causes the stomach to
expand i well and puff up ajrainat the
heart Thia crowds tha heart and interferes with its action, and in the count si
time the heart becomes diseased.

Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure
digests what you eat takes the strain off
of the heart and contributes nourishment
strength and health to every organ of the
body. Cures Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sour
Stomach, Inflammation of the mucous
membranes lining the Stomach and Digestive Tract Nervous Dyspepsia and Catarrh
of tha Stomach.
Alter Milng, my food would dlitrMt me by makta
wnj nwi paipiiai ana i wouia ncomt vry w&.
Finally I rat bonl of Kodol and it
me immv
Clue relief. Attsr m!ng f w boulet I m cured.
MRS. LOR1NO NICHOLS. Peon Yea. N. Y.
I had Momich trouble end wai In e bed utatt ti I
Sad heart trouble with It. I took Kodol Dripepel
Oure tor abovi tour moolbt ana It cured me.
KAUBLB. Nevada, O.

a

Digests

What You Eat

boiler

U1 sella H
timee ee weea ee ibe

toepered t the Lee
ereterrof I.OJtaWItt

.EJeJjJlejijMjlie
For sale by all druggists.
ASK FOR THE 1906 KODOL AL
MAN AC
DAR.

AND

CALEN-

Frightfully Burned.
Chas. W. Moore, a machinist, of
City,
Pa., had his hand frightFord
fully burned in an electrical furnaco
He applied Uucklen's Arnica Salv
with the usual result, "a quick and
permanent cure." Greatest healer on
earth for Burns, Wounds, Sores, Eczema and liles.
25c, at all druggists.
Hill Dinetn has got over his grouch
and will plc.y with Hoston again next
season.

!

V.

before the courts in several Instances
Proposals for Slate Blackboard and
and the rule seems to be established Painting, Kalsomining and Varnishing,
'that a teacher's right to compensation United States Indian school, Albuquerduring the closing of the school on que, New Mexico, February 1, 1906.
account of the prevalence cf disease' Sealed Proposals,
endorsed "Prois denied.
posals for Slate Blackboard, etc.," and
"The burning down ot a school addressed to the undersigned at Alhouse, small pox or other contagious buquerque, N. M., will be received at
disease breaking out among the pupils the Indian School until 2 o'clock p. m.,
are grounds for closing the school, on February 26th, 1906, for furnishing and
the part of the school directors, and delivering at the School as required
the teacher cannot recover compen- during the fiscal year ending June 30,
sation for services not rendered dur- 1906, about 2152 square feet of slate
ing such misfortunes. The courts of blaekUmrd 4 ft. wide, also the materOregon, Missouri, Tennessee, Illinois, ials and labor necessary for 5807
Michigan, Vermont, and omo other square yards painting, 1428 square
.yards varnishing and 2832 Bquare
states have held.
"The dtsiiositlon of this point rend- yards kalsomining, all ns per specifi- ers it unnecessary to pass upon any- cations obtainable at the School. Bidthing further contained in your in- Iders should state in their bids the
proposed price ot each article to be
quiry."
offered. All material and labor will be
subject to rigid inspection. The right
Luckiest Man In Arkansas.
is reserved to reject any or all bids
"I am the luckiest man in Arkan- or any part of any bid Is deemed for
sas," writes H. L. Stanley, of Bruno the best interest of the Service. Each
"since the restoration of my wife's bid must be accompanied by a certihealth after five years of continuous fied check or draft upon some U. S.
coughing and bleeding from the lungs; depository or solvent National bank,
and I owe my good fortune to the made payable to the order of tho Comworld's greatest medicine. Dr. King's missioner of Indian Affairs, for at least
New" Discovery
for Consumption, nve per cent of the amount of the prowhich I know from experience will posals, which check or draft shall be
cure consumption If taken In time. forfeited to the U. S. in case a bidder
My wife im proved with the first bot- receiving an award shall fail to exetle and twelve bottles completed the cute promptly a satisfactory contract
cure." Cures the worst coughs and in accordance with his bid; otherwise
colds or money refunded. At all drug- to be returned to the bidder. For turgists. 60c and $1.00. Trial bottle ner information apply to
JAMES K. ALLEN.
free.
j

j

January

24, 1906.

Notice ia hereby given that the following named claimant haa filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of her claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1S91. (26 Stats., 854),
amended
by the act of February 21, 189S, (17
Stats., 470). and that said proof will
be made before the United States
court commissioner at Albuquerque,
N. M., on March 10, 1906, via.:
Beatria Moya de Sedlllo, widow of
Jesus Sedlllo, deceased, for the 8. H.
C. No. 686, in lot 1, sec. 36, T. 7
R. 2 E., and sec. 31, T. 7 N., R. S EL,
and lot 2, aec. 36, T. 7. N, R. 1 E.
She names the following witnerae
to prove her actual, continuous, adverse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the anr
vey of the township, vis.:
Esteban Rael, of Valencia, N. M.a
Bernardino Sedlllo, of El Cerro, N. H-EstanlBlao Otero, of El Cerro, N. U.)
Amada Otero de Sedlllo, of El Cerro,
3

N. M.

Any neraon who rieafra a nmt
against the allowanca of auM nmnf
or who knows of any substantial rea
son under the laws and regulations
of the interior department why aocb

proof should not be allowed, will bo
given an opportunity at the
d
time and place to
Superintendent
the witnesses nt mlH lnimnr
PROPOSALS FOR BARN. Depart- and offer evidence in rebuttal of that
ment of the Interior, Offlce of Indian suDmittea Dy claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Affairs, Washington, D. C, February
5, 1906. Sealed
Register.
prcrposals, endorsed
"Proposals for Barn, Zuni School, New
NOTICE
FOR
PUBLICATION.
Mexico," and addressed to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Wash(Small Holding
No. 698.)
ington, D. C. will be received at the Department ot theClaim
Interior, United
Indian office until 2 o'clock p. m
States land office, Santa Fe, N. M.
March 20, 1906. for furnishing ond deJanuary 29, 1906.
livering the materials and labor necNotice is hereby given that the folloessary to construct and complete a wing-named
claimant has filed nostone barn at tho Zuni Indian school. tice of his intention
make final
New Mexico, In strict accordance with proof in support of histoclaim
under
plans and specifications and instruc- sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
tions to bidders, which may be exam- 3. 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
ined at this office, the offices of The by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
Citizen, Albuquerque, N. M.; Improve- Stats., 470), and that said proof will
ment Bulletin, Minneapolis, Minn.; be made before the United States
American Contractor, Chicago, 111.; court commissioner at Albuquerque,
Const ruction
News, Chicago, III.; N. M., on March 9, 1906, viz.:
Builders & Traders' Exchanges
at
Placldo Salazar y Otero, for the S.
St. Paul, Minn., Minneapolis,Minn.; H. C. No. 698, for lot 1. sections 25
Milwaukee, Wis., and Omaha, Neb.; and 26; lots 3 and 4, sections 23, 24.
the Northwestern Manufacturers' As- 25 and 26; lot 2, section 25, township
sociation, St. Paul, Minn.; the U. S. 7 north, range 2 east.
Indian Warehouses at 119 Wooster
He names the following witnesses
street, New York CMty, 205
South to prove his actual continuous adverse
111.,
Chicago,
street,
602
Canal
South possession of said tract for twenty
Seventh street, St. Louis, Mo., 815 years next preceding the survey of
Howard street, Omaha, Neb., and 23 the township, viz.:
Washington
street. San Francisco,
Jesus Garcia, of Valencia, N. M.r
Cnl., and at the school. For further Meliton S. Otero, ot Peralta, N. M.:
Information, apply to Douglas B. Salvador M. Gonzales, of Albuquerque,
Grauam, superintendent,
Zuni, New N. M.; Juan Sanchez y Apodaca, of
Mexico. C. F. Larrabee, Acting Com- Peralta, N. M.
missioner.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof, or
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
who knows of any substantial reason
under the laws and regulations of the
(Homestead Kntry No. C04S.)
department why such proof
Department of the Interior, Land Of- interior not
should
be allowed, will be given
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Jan an
opportunity at the above mentionnary 30, 1908.
ed time and place to
Notice is hereby given that tse 1
the witnesses of
claimant, and to
named settler has filed notice offer evidence in said
of his intention to make final proof in mitted by claimant.rebuttal of that sub
support of his claim, and that said
MANUEL R. OTERO,
proof will be made before the probate
Register.
clerk at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on
March 6. 1JI0G, viz.:
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Manuel Chaves y Turrleta, of Bercounty,
Mexico,
New
nalillo
for the
toman iioiuiug claim ino. btz.
lot ,4, and the southeast quarter of the uepartnieut of the Interior, United
quarter
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M
southwest
of section 19, townJanuary 17, 19U6.
ship 9 north, range 3 east,
Notice is hereby given that, the folHe names the following witnesses
prove his continuous residence lowing named claimant has filed noupon and cultivation of said land, viz.: tice of tiis intention to make final
Gregorio Apodaca y Candelarla, of proof in support of his claim under
Albuquerque, New Mexico; Francisco sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
Orlego, of Albuquerque, New Mexico; 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
Manuel AntoTIio Pena, of Pajarlto, by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
New Mexico; Hamon Lopez, ot Albu Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before United States comquerque, New Mexico.
missioner at Albuquerque, N. M., on
MANUEL It. OTERO,
Register. February 27. 1906. viz Federlco Sanchez y Moutoya, for the Small Hold-In- ?
o
Claim No. fin? aitnntp.1 In Su
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
j24, T. 7 N.. R. 2 E.
He names the following witnesses
(Homestead I'ntrv No. 8CS7.)
Department of the Interior. Iand Of to prove his actual continuous adfice nt Santa Fe, New Mexico, Jan verse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the aur-vuary CO. 1
of the township, viz:
Nctice is hereby given that the folMeliton S. Otero, of Peralta, N. M.;
lowing named settler has riled notice
of his intention to make final proof in Juan Apodaca, of Valencia, N. M.;
support of his claim, and that said Benito Armljo, of Valencia, N. M.;
proof will be made beforo the probate Estanlslas Garley. of Peralta, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
clerk at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on
against the allowance of said proof,
March 0, 1900, viz.:
John A. Sweeney, of Bernalillo or who knows of any substantial reacounty New Mexico, fur the lots 1, C son under the laws and regulations
the Interior department why such
and 7. f section 1, township 8 north, of
proof should not be allowed will be
range 2 cast.
given an opportunity at the above
He names the following witnesses mentioned
time and place to cross
t
prove his continuous residence
examine the witnesses of
claimuixin and cultivation of said land, viz.: ant, and to offer evidence said
in rebuttal
James K. Bingham, John W. Bar-net- of that submitted
bv claimant
Manuel Lopez and Eli A. Can-trelMANUEL R. OTERO. Register.
all of Albuquerque, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTEUO.
These for the Album.
Register.
Clint Hrim went to Owensvi'lo Stin-da- v
o
to s. e his liest gill.
Thia Day in Hostory.
louts Srhae fcrkofttcr was visitinij
Fib. l.". Ii;s7. Pr.piNicd to leet at John Taylor's one night last week.
United States senators by direct vole.
Claude Inge and Andv Loel wero
Feb.
John W. dates start pleasant caller at Richard Stuck'
ed thi- custom of playing poker m
Sunday.
Atlantic- liners.
A law suit was tried iu 'Suitlre Lock.
Feb. 15, 1771. Congressmen declar- bait's court Wednesday.
The prin- ed 'his country should have u navy cipuls were John Williams of Tea.
sevoud to liutie.
and II. C. Sassman.
above-mentione-

crosa-ex-ami-

MERCHANT

TAILORING

UPSTAIRS,

OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMBINI, PROPRIETOK.
My merchant tailoring mop Is upNo. 209 West Railroad ave-

stairs over

nue, where I solicit the patronage ot
the public. AH work guaranteed first
class, as I have had fifteen years' ex
perlence In the business. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
repaired. The specific I use will not
Injure the cloth. Ladies' garments
also cleaned and walking skirts made
to order. Give me a trial.
O. BAMBINI.
Rough Handa Made Smooth.
A man who once had rough, horny

hands made them as smooth andl234
hands made them soft and smooth
with Witch Hazel Salve, but lie used
the genuine that bearing the name
"E. C. DeWitt & Co., Chicago." For
sores, boils, cuts, burns, bruises, etc.,
it has no equal, and affords almost Immediate relief from blind, bleeding,
itching and protruding piles. Sold by
all druggists.

cross-examin-

bag-gag-

c

TheWinningStroke
v,i.

v

f

j

e

y

If more than ordinary skill in playing brings the honors of tho
name to the winning player, so exceptional merit in a rcmeJy
ensures the commendation of the well informed, and as a reasonable amount of outdoor life and recreation is conducive t )t!ie
health and strength, so does a perfect laxative tend to one's
improvement in cases of constipation, biliousness, headaches,
etc. It is
however, h selecting a laxative, to
choose one ot known quality and exa Hence, like the ever pleasant Syrup of Figs, manufactured by the California Fig Syrup
Co., a laxative which sweete ns and cleanses the system effectually, when a laxative is needed, without any unpleasant after
effects, as it acts naturally and gently on the internal organs,
simply assisting nature wh-- n nature needs assistance, without
griping, irritating, or debilitating the internal organs in any way,
as it contains nothing of an objectionable or injurious nature.
As the plants which are combined with the figs in the
of Syrup of Figs are known to physicians to
most
beneficially upon the system, the n medy'has met with tin ir
general approval as a family laxative, a fact well worth
in making purchases.
It is because of the fact that SYRUP
FIGS
is a remedy of known quality and excellence, and approved by
physicians that has led to its use by so many millions of well
informed people, who would not
any remedv of uncertain
quality or interior reputation.
livery family should haw a
bottle of the genuine on hand at ail times, to u:e when a
laxative remedy is required. PI
to remember that
Syrup of Figs is for s. in bottles of one si'e
oniy, Dy all reputable druggists a id that full name of the
company
California Fig Syrup Co., is plainly printed o:i
the front of every package.
tr price, 50c per bottle.

rr.anu-factur- e

j
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1

Chara-l.erlain-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding claim No. 686.)'
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N.
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Is to the Arab the bamboo Is to
What the palm-tre- e
In South China carries home his
Chinese.
The
farmer
the
A recent number of the Hallway World tin oldest
stick,
a
measures It In a bamboo measbamboo
rice
tiixin
nd bent paper published In the United Slales devoted
It over a fire kept alive by blowing
ure,
cooks
and
entirely to railway Interests contained s.ime statements through
a bamboo tube. He dips It, out. of the pot with
which supply the strongest arguments for railway regua
ladle, eats It with bamboo chop slicks, seated
bamlioo
lation by the general government. The Citizen has yet on
a
bamboo
chair at the bamboo table, while he fans
It may be said In passing that, the Railway
iumh.
with
himself
bamboo fan, and after the meal sweeps
a
railway
World opposes President Roosevelt's proposal for
the
Into
a
bamboo dust pan with a bamboo broom.
litter
rate reRulatlon, and evidently did not see the bearing Meantime, he has eaten ns a
relish with bis rice, bamHut here Is what the Railway
f Its own admissions.
boo sprouts, that look like the center of a cabbage, ami
World said:
taste Insipid but agreeable.
He takes an after dinner
"A few men, sitting In secret conclave, have the
upon a bamboo ed, with his head resting upon a
nap
power to determine freight rates for the entire United
bamboo pillow.
States. Rut these men are not the truffle managers of
He Bturts upon his journey in a bamboo sedan chair,
Magathe railroads. In the current Issue of McClure's
a bamboo umbrella to protect himself from the
carrying
zine (January), under the title, The lrivate Car and the
rain,
and
a bamboo hat to protect, himself from the sltn.
Iteef Trust, Mr. Ray Stannard Baker calls attention to
If
overtaken
before nightfall before he arrives at his desthis dominant fact In the railway rate problem, a phase tination,
he makes use of a bamboo lantern and cane;
which the public does not as thoroughly understand as It
if
city gates are shut he scales the walls by
the
and
should, or else It would direct remedial nctivltles In the
Arriving at his stopping
means
bamboo ladder.
of
a
rall-aydirection of the big shipper rather than towards the
place, he keeps out the thieves with bamlKio wlndowbars,
Discreditable as some may believe It Is to the
and with lamboo curtains and screens he stops curious
railroads, the emphasizing of the true situation will re- eyes
His
from peeping Into his private apartments.
sult in good if It direct popular attention towards the host brings into the dingy bedroom at the inn a bamboo
real evil in railway transport at:on methods Mr. Baker
lamp.
He writes a letter with a bamboo
shows that, by reason of their control of the dressed meat peanut-oi- l
The watchman antraffic, the Packers Combine have been able to extort pen, upon paper made of bamboo.
from the railroads mileage allowances on refrigerator noys him all night by beating his bamboo gong, to scare
cars in excess of a fair profit on the investment in this away the thieves.
His rest is further disturbed by the
equipment, which amounts, in the case of one concern,
who rattle their dice In a bamboo
gamblers
door,
next
year;
that further, as a result
to almost $3,000,000 per
He rlscc before
f this position of advantage, they make competition with liox, and play with bamboo checks.
them impossible in any market which they wish to reach, daylight, to get an early start. He enjoys his smoke
and that, finally, they are able to dictate to the railroads through a bamboo pipe, and washes his face In a bamthe rates which they will pay. There can be no ques- boo wash-basiHe packs his bedding in bamboo
tion that Mr. Baker's charges are In the main correct.
through
goes
He
the new day, as ttho previous
baskets.
The railroads, so long as they must compete- with each
one, ut every turn under obligations to (bis, mo Mongoother, and we do not anticipate that the system of
vegetables.
will soon be abolished, are largely at the mercy lian's cheapest and most indispensable of
I do not wish It understood that the above mentioned
of the strong shipper."
maTo The Citizen it seems beyond the possibility of a articles In common use are- invariably made of this this
of
peradventure that If the great railway industry of the terial, or that every part of them Is composedmanufacthe
country is helpless to make its own freight rates, then wonderful wood; but it enters largely intocommonly
used
of these and numerous other articles
It is full time that the government of this great country ture
should step In and make the rates In the interest of the by the people of China. The tree grows In Immense
very
people and not in that 6f "a few men sitting in secret quantities upon the mountain sides, laud requires
little cultivation; hence, it is the cheapest material for
conclave," towit, the Packers' Combine.
these numerous utensils. Its durability and workability
Banks, state and national, are finding it bard work are astonishing. It Is hollow, with joints from one to
pace set by the two feet apart, giving the scientific maximum of strength
to ki?ep up with the business-gettin- g
evidence
of this is the with the minimum of weight. It splits perfectly straight,
The
latest
companies.
trust
York
New
State Bankers' and as thin a3 desired. It combines flexibility with hardby
on
the
movement set
foot
association to amend the state and federal laws so us ness, utility with beauty, strength with grace. Its culture
to permit trust departments in national and state bnnks. is simplicity itself. In the month of July a green pole is
Alfred H. Curtis, president of the National Dank of buried about two feet deep. Karly the following spring upIt
sugar cane, it shoots
Nort.h America and of the Bankers' association, strongly sprouts from the joints, like
thirty
to sixty feet. It has
rapidity
from
with
wonderful
recent
a
at
address
supported this movement in an
meeting.
"We do not wish to take any unfair advantage been known to grow two feet in a single day. In four or
or our friends in the same line of business." be said, "but five months it is ready to cut. The following spring it
we do demand equal laws for banks called national and will sprout t'.gain from the roots. It might well be named
state, and hanks called trust companies. It is high time Goliah grass. The Chinese neither fertilize. Irrigate nor
It. No wonder it is cheap.
that our Rip van Winkles awakened." Trust companies hoe But
what is all this to the American farmer? Much
are by law given a much wider field of operations than
way.
every
He is the most enterprising man of his class
and
reserve
from
they
relieved
are
have
and
banks
the
other requirements which enable them to make very in the world. He objects to notning because it is new.
The old line bankers, "Will it pay?" is the first question he wants answered.
profitable use of their resources.
judging from the action of t lie New York asociation, Once in a while a man is found who Is "afrniing for his
athave come to the conclusion that the only way of keep health," but he Is too rare a specimen to need special not
does
physician.
Journalism
by
except
his
trust
tention
Into
the
go
companies
is
trust
to
up
with the.
(
ing
business, failing the attempt to place t lie newer hijiu count him.
Will bamboo growing in America pay? Why not? It
govern
the
Institutions under the "name, regulations that
requires no cultivation worth mentioning. It" occupies
banka.
lUtb; land, and that which is otherwise unproductive
Carlsbad Sun: Are we In the hands of the Standard mountain sides, rocky soil, the despair of the cultivator,
Oil company; a lot of professional grafters, or are we is where it flourishes. As to climate, the southern half
just unlucky? The Sun endeavors to shed Its resplend- of the United States Is in the latitude where It abounds
There seems to he no good reason why It should
ent glory, so that its rays may penetrate into the dark in China.
grow
as easily In Florida as In l'ukien, as well In the
has
not
viciousness
and
corruption
fraud,
and
recesses of
finally come to the conclusion that the oil situation Is a valley of the Mississippi us in the great Yangtse basin.
"What is the use of raising what nobody in America
proper focus for such rays. The finest Indications in the
d
extending uses?" I hear a
old king of the soil ask. Beworld exist in the district west of
away down below Toyah, Texas, and it seems strange fore the cotton gin was invented cotton growing did not
that no developments of importance have ueen made. pay. Americans did not cat much sugar when it was
The Pecos Valley Standard Oil company, organized i all in the form of maple syrup. Cheap sugar makescom-its
Carlrtbad alout three years ago, went down low) feet, own demand. So with a number of articles now in
Just west of town and struck oil sand In a solid forma- mon use. A generation ago they were luxuries, and used
tion and had the best indications possible, when, presto, by a few. The discovery or invention of it cheap method
change! Everything shut down ami nothing more" bus of production has created the market. Witness the
been done in the oil fields by this company. This in the sprfad of kerosene in less than two generations. Cervery face of the statement of the chief driller. Mr. Wat-bo- tainly any material that is capable of such a variety of
uses with the least labor soon makes for itself a market
that, oil would be struck at 18im feet.
c
manufactured
Already bamboo
in America.
Albuquerque feels herself highly honored in that site in Japan brings very high prices in America. Let the
Inwas chosen as the place fur organizing the New Mexico raw materials be grown in America. Give Yankee apit
Insatiable
the
supply
organizamake
genuity
chance
a
to
an
The need of such
Hankers' association.
tion has long been felt, just as a similar organization petite of the American public for the new, the useful and
among the newspaper men of the territory is a pressing the ornamental; the difficulty soon would be not with the
but with the Insufficient supply.
and imperative demand. The benefits arising from the limited demand,
How get a stare iu growing It? It is reported that
association and stated deliberations of those engaged in
had a comthe same or kindred interests, neither admits of denial the Agricultural Department tit, Washington
looking for
nor penults apology. Only in union is there strength. mission in the Far East a year or two ago strange
that
not
is
new
It
plants
and
Ideas.
and
her
useful
of
prosperity
in
the
New Mexico has been fortunate
a
banks, their usefulness to the cominuuil ie.s In which these specialists saw that, there was for the bamloo
located, the soundness of their financial condition, and the possible American future. It is said they have taken
rectitude and ability of their respective managements specimens home with thtjin, and that Ihe department is
the
and officials. The Citizen heartily welcomes to the Duke experimenting with them, with a view to Introducing
City the representatives of this very honorable and im- bamboo Into Its new enviromeut. Any Interested reader
can no doubt find out what has been the success of the
portant territorial enterprise.
A score
experiment so far by writing to the department.
subject
rein
the
Interest
section,
inquiry
of
of
would
letters
awaken
Colorado
Ihe
for
bulletin
snowfall
The
The enterprising branch staceived by The Citizen last night, says that during Janu- If It has gone to sleep.
ary the snowfall in the mountain districts lof t hut statel tion in the Philippines could supply without limit the
I would
The present home demand fur
and information.
was somewhat, below normal.
stock of snow will furnish les than the normal How. ex- risk a prophet's reputation in the prediction that many
grass
cept for the Rio Grande and the other streams rising in Americans now living will see this wonderful sunny
flow gracefully waving over the mountain sides of our
A la rue and prolonged
the San Juan mountains.
The Citizen has sev- sottt h.
is indicated for the Rio Grande."
eral times called the attention of the county commisXX0XKXXGOO0XX00XX)X)0(X0
sioners to the importance of early repairing he dyke
above Albuquerque, and putting it in thorough condition
0
ir
amdl (Grain
to protect the city from flood damage.
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ChURCH, CLUB AND
SOCIAL GATHERINGS
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The Knights of Columbus will meet
tonight at 8 o'clock In their lodge
rooms on the third floor of the Elks'
opera house building.
The Ladles' Aid sock!)- - of
byterian church will meet
home of Mrs. Frank Siortz,
afternoon Instead of tcday
on act. tint of the funeral of
Summers,

the

Pres-

Mr.

..

I AM SHOWING A FINE LINE OF

at the
tomorrow
as usual,

Young Men's Suits, Boys'

Suits and
Children's Suits in the latest styles

A.

O

The Woman's circle of the First
Baptist (hutch held a regular meeting at 2:3d o'clock this afternoon in
the church parlors at the coiner or
avenue. Many
Broadway and
members were present and an interesting meeting was held.
O
The regular meeting of the Missionary society of the Congregational
church was held at the residence of
Mrs. H. B. Myers, 213 West. Ihining
avenue this afternoon at. 3 o'clock. An
adjourned meeting of the Aid society
was held at the close of the missionary meeting.

A Fifle Given Away With Every Boy's Salt.

DUNLAP OPENING DAY FEBRUARY 17

IANDELL

0

Regular Sabbath services at Temple
Albert, corner Seventh street and
West Gold avenue, Friday evening, at
"Im-Wealth Measure Our
7:45.
Worth to Humanity," will the subject
of Rabbit Kaplan's sermon. Every- lody is cordially welcome.
o
Next Sunday evening the Grand
Army of the Republic and kindred organizations of the city will attend service In a body at the First Methodist
church. All old soldiers and sailors
are especially Invited to accompany
them. Seats will be reserved.
Dr.
Rollins will deliver an address at that
time on "How Marcus Whitman Saved
Oregon." This will be a patriotic
service.

FINE CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS
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o
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Wm. CHAPLIN

O

The ladies of the Woman's Relief
Corps will entertain at the Garcia
building, corner of Railroad avenue
and Fifth, street on Friday evening,
February It:, to celebrate the birthdays of Washington and Lincoln. We
extend a cordial Invitation to the
Grand Army of the Republic, ladies of
the circle and the public. Entertaining
committee. Mrs. James Smith, Mrs.
Mrs. M. W. Mul
Thomas
ligan and Mrs. L. Shoemaker.

If

tend
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Not only means the

pairs men s fine shoes
1000 pairs women's fine shoes
1000 pairs misses' and children's fine
3000

shoes.

e

Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

EDITOR AND

a!k

shapes that stylish dressers
will wean but come in and
caretully inspect the shoes

je--

POSTMASTER HERE
WITH
WIFE AND SON WERE
AT THE OFFICE OF
CALLERS
THE EVENING CITIZEN.

which Is now about 8,'ititi,
double in the next few years."

will

Mr. Raymond never belonged to the
"Knocker's club," in his life, and it
is said that he is a life member, fully
paid up, iu Hie "Booster's club," of

Durango.
Rev. A. G. Harrison will respond

gn-gu-

The Besr, Physic.
When you want a physic that ft mild
In effect, take Chamberlain's Stomach
and Liver Tabids. Price IT, cents.
Kvi ry box warranted., (let a free satn-angentle, easy to take ami pleasant
pie at any drug store and try them.
o
Opening Announcement.
You uro cordially invited to call at
the Brunswick, 1"7 South
Second
street, in the Harnett building, where
I
will open a High Class lool and
Billiard Parlor next week. Extending a
cordial invitation to all,
I remain yours,
M. Gl'SSAUOFF.
Any pair of men's nigh
Special
grade pants, worth $l.!d t., $0, Friday
Saturday only, $;( t:,. simoii
and
Stern, the Railroad avenue- clothier.

B. A. SLEYSTER

1..

v

vat-.--
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themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.

y..

eh- -

SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave!

Wm. CHAPLIN
STEAM

CLEANING

CARPET

Cleans everything.

Furniture

Man.

He Is the

Moving,

pack-

J

I t0

ing and shipping, unpacking and
setting up, and is no upstart at
the business. There is no other Just Thornton. Both 'phones.
737 South Walter Street.

t

the toast, "Great Britain and Canada.'
at the banquet of suites, ut the Con
ional church February

A.

best shoes but it stands
equally for honest advertising.

The entertainment committee of the
Commercial club has decided to change
the "Kilties Dance," which was postponed from the last regular dance
night to February 21, to a "Dance of
Nations.' Several reasons have been
put forth by the committee for this
change, hut It is thought that the real
reason is because several of this committee and several of the members
as well are not built for a display of
nether extremities and the abbrevi
ated skirts of the "Kilties" costume.
together with the half-hosand bare
knees, is not conducive to "padding,"
will
changed
as
therefore tho dance
be
announced ulove, but the "Dance of
Nations" gives promlso of lielng as
unique as would havo been the "Kilties" dance.

tion,

1

oft ttihia s Store

y
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Yoa-cum-

G. W. Raymond, postmaster of l)u- rango, Colo., and editor and proprietor
of the Durango Herald, accompanied
by his wife and little son, arrived in
Albuquerque last night, en route to
Old .Mexico, and sptnt the day in the
city, calling, with his wife, at the of
fice of Tho Evening Citizen during
the morning.
Mr. Raymond stated that he thought
Durango was Just alMiut THE place,
and that since the Southern Pacific
had purchased largo tracts of coal
lands In that part of the country and
were surveying lines for a new road
to be built Into Durango, it was an
assured fact that the city would have
another road.
"And then you will see Durango
grow like wild weeds," continued Mr.
Raymond.
"It's the greatest thing
that has ever taken place in the southwest, and It means that our imputa-

ooooooo
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jets

I

is to clean up stock
once yearly and open
season with new goods.

The fourth annual ball of the Albu
querque Ixxlge No. B7U, Brotherhood
of Railroad Trainmen, will be held at
Elks' ball room on Thursday evenlngj
February 22. The committees are sj
follows: Arrangement W. C. Mason,
B. F. Pett.il.one, F. K. Hungate: recep
tion G. E. Wlls;:n, W. J. Joy, J. Stew
;
art, T. Bangs, C. E. Miller, G. W.
floor I). Phillips, prompter; A.
Keith, C. Goss, W. Taylor, D. S. Hope.

DURANGO

15, 19o6.

pnng

pring

1

h

Grainidl
Paso Times: Chemist Wiley, of the United States
O
us
that
William
in Pacific Monthly.
would
have
Winter,
department,
agricultural
pretty nearly every article of food and drink is adulter(XKXOOOOOOOOCKXIOOOO0X)00000
He contends that the average of health has deated.
creased and the spun of life shortened then by. Stjil. he
This terrific gash Is more than two hundred miles
has not tackled 'he insurance companies' taMes. which long and unite than a mile deep, and its area exceeds
how t hat the mass of the people are abiding lunger on two thousand square miles.
From the Kl Tovar rim, on
crags on the
the earth than their predecessors.
which I stand, to the gleaming, snow-veini,n. ut' ttiio vi iiiw.ii.nm
1et'i
titmiwit..
the distance is
constitutional con- thirteen miles.
New Mexican: A
Human vision cannot take in the lull
vention would be a very nice thing for the democratic extent of this wide pageant of terror and glory, nor is it
minority in New Mexico, be it for the separate state ot within the capacity of words to set forth its overwhelmNew Mexico or the joint state of Arizona, to he sure. ing splendor.
The plain on which I stand is nearly
Hut as this country, in the nation, in the states, in the eight thousand feet above se:i level and here, in U pro
ounties anil in municipalities, is" not run oy minori- digious fissure gaunt, abrupt, frightful and wonderful-a- re
constitutional
ties, the chances are that no
assembled mountains, valleys, enormous rocks, preconvention will be held.
cipitous i iags. ravines of mystery and forests of gloom,
through which the black waters of the Colorado rush
Senator McCumlicr. who is m onward, in their resistlcs How, and over which me iauin- Silver Belt, Ariz.:
...
All
charge of the pure food bill, calculates that the American l..u
tl r iiintiif ,lt..l..
i.c.t ......t.. t,
infill I., n - . Ilw. Kllll
,nnn for adupeople are paying annually about $ t,
the forms are here that imagination could construct, and
INSURANCE.
REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
rm
This is about three all the colors are here that glow in sunset skies.
lterated and ntlsbranded articles.
PUBLIC.
fclriMw the national debt of the United States.
And yet down in Hie subterranean vista the forests show like Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerqus
It apv. i.,., ii.u. .,v ... .'iwilnglr- - periods in
Automatlo Telephone, 174.
him.
it la doubtful if the pure food bill gets through.
pears to be encountering too many ikivuiIiiI special in- the physical history of the planet are displayed in I lie
grav. leu, uiw...
terest 8.
avers ol I n I'll r..-iwii iTeell
blue nink. orange and nll,:mter with many other mill
:
If the advanced pi ices tin silver) L'teil hue
ttiat i'liiwt it in., tin. untu of this colossal
continue much longer they will increase lite output of the gorge; walls that se,., continuous and unbroken, yet
uiliies, for that metal has been neglected in recent years everywhere are rifted with lateral fissures, the beds ol
of the depression in the market.
The rise nioimtiiln Ktreinnsi itm, vuett it., Hood of the great. Colo
in accountprices
which has already taken place means rado river.
in silver
The American continent has nowhere else
B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
an ineroase of several millions of dollars a year in the a spectacle to Miow commensurate with this In beauty
IT. N;T- - A'm'jo JBulbjing
Room
value of United States products.
grandeur and awe.
Kl
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JEMEZ HOT

SPRINGS

STAGE LINE

Carries the Unitee States mail;
only line with a change of stock en
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
rip leaves Albuquerque every Monday
Wednesday and Friday at 6 a. m. For
particulars, address V. L,. TrimDle
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
B. BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea, N. M.

Crown Studio
OVER POST HARDWARE CO.

215'i West Railroad Ave.
Auto Phone, 320.

Albuquerque

Novelty

WorKs

F. S. HOPPING, Proprietor
321 South Second Street
Just received, large shipment of
Cleveland, Rambler, Columbia, and
Repairing of all
Tribune Bicycles.
kinds. Before buying give us a call.

T"

I

r

inc.
T

i

I

f

Unr

r

ARMUO, Prop.

GROWN

0000000000

PURE

-

a

w

CHILE

601.

121 N.

Third Street.

Wholesale liqiio: and Ckar Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet
Chandon White Seal Champagne. St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South. First
Street, Albuquerque, New MexlCD.

MAKING CLAIMS WE CAN FILL

AND THEN FILLING THEM RIGHT UP TO THE BRIM, IS THE
REASON WE HAVE ONE OF THE BEST AND MOST COMPLETE
DRUG STORES IN THE SOUTHWEST.

B. IT. HRIGGS & COMPANY
First

PROP'S.

St. and Gold Are.

A LAWK A DO

MISSION

PHARMACY

Both Phones.

FURNITURE

Latest Designs Just Received, from

SHOP OF THE CRAFTER

Ladles' Desks and Chairs, Customers' Plate Racks. Book Racks, Hat
Racks. Hall Trees, Library and r arlor Stand Tables, Medicine Cabinets and Rockers.

The

iMrian

9

rUKf

T-

000OSOSK000K

MELIN I & EAKIN,

SIMON

For colds, coughs, bronchitis and all
lung diseases, use Compound Syrup
of Kuealyptua. 60 cents a bottle ut
lluppe's.
Try a Citizen want d.

X T

q Special Sales Every Saturday. Auto Phone

PIONEER BAKERY

BALLING. Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
WEDDING CAKE3 A SPECIALTY
We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
Albuquerque.
207 S. First Street.

ANTONIO

HOME

0

111

iLW

X. T T

0

Furniture Go.
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TERRITORIAL BANKERS'

GOVERNOR HAGERMAN
ROYALLY ENTERTAINED

Elks' Theatre

.

ASSOCIATION PERFECTED

With Automobile Ride, Inspection of Public Schools Convention Auspiciously Opened in This City This

and University Luncheon at the Alvarado
and In ormal Reception Today.
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SATURDAY,

Morning at Commercial Club's Parlors.
Twenty Five Delegates Present.

Farewell

U

FEB.

Testimonial

Mmc. Helena

MODJESKA

ALL NOW IN READINESS FOR FORMAL RECEPTION PROCEEDINGS OF CONVENTION GIVEN IN DETAIL

The first tneethig of ihe bankers t i Doming ; H. J. Anderson, president
plain, the New Mexico university students
i
.Mexico ror the puritoso of form- - Mist National dank, Alamogordo; R.
acknowledg
governor
rang
The
out.
of
Bort
unpretentious,
democratic
ug a territorial bankers' association J. Palen, First National Hank, Santa
In
young man stepped off a Santa Fe this little courtesy by removing his opened
W. F. lluchannn, First National
Fe;
auspiciously
this
morning
in
saluting
After
colors.
the
hat
and
met
train at the depot here. No one
the parlors of'the Commercial club.
Rank. Tucumcarl; John Becker, First
him. Quietly he made his way to the tour of inspection through the Univer
Out of the forty banks In New
National Bank, Helen; V. D. Murray,
campus,
party
buildings
the
slty
and
lobby of the Alvarado hotel."
This
a total of f rty delegates were Silver City National Bank, Silver City;
young man was Herbert .1. Hiigormiin. again entered the automobiles and present
when at MiJto o'clock C N. A. P. Coles, president American Nawas conducted to the different ward
The Welcome.
Hlackwell. ot the First National Rank tional Rank, Kl Iaso; A. F. Kerr, AmLast nlpht this name young man schools, making short stops at eac of
$1 to $2
Raton, called the nieelintt to order. erican National Bank, Silver City; V.
stepped off a Santa Fe train at the one, until the High School was reach
$3
Rev. A. O. Harrison, rector of the St. II. Gillenwater, Montezuma Trust com- Box Seats
depot here, but what a difference. A ed, where the governor was greet
.rowd that packed the platform of the by the students with the High school Joans Episcopal church of this titv, pany, Albuquerque;
Frank McKee,
lepot and overflowed onto the veran- yell. Just before leaving the students offered prayer, following which Frank First National Bank, Albuquerque, CURTAIN RISES AT 8:30 SHARP.
das and grounds of the Alvarado ho-e- l; performed a drill for the benefit of M. McKee, mayor of Albuquerque, de- First National of las Vegss, Ex- livered an address of welcome ou be- cnange Bank of White Oaks; T. L.
a military band, a battery to fire the governor. The party then return
Seats on Rale at Matsdn's Monday,
half of the people of the Duke City.
the governor's salute of seventeen ed to the Alvarado.
Love. Silver City National Bank, SilFebruary 19, at 8 o'clock.
Lunched and Received.
guns; a receptlou committee from the
ver
City.
Mayor McKee's Address.
Today the governor lunched with
Commercial club; all were there, to
Mayor
Officer Elected.
welcome this same young man. who the reception committee and bet wee uie or tneMch.ce expressed the pleas- Tour under Ihe direction of
At this aftemojii's e.".clon :he conresidents of Albunueraue at
now Is the chie.f executive of the glor- 2:30 and 3: 3D o'clock this afternoon the presence
in the city of the bank stitution and
MR. JULES MURRY.
were read secious territory of New Mexico, and the held an informal reception in the lobby ers
ovation that wont out to Governor of the Alvarado hotel at which time one oi tne territory. He stated that as tion by section and adopted. Officers
of the banking fraternity it was were elected as follows:
Hagerman as he stepped from his car he met and was Introduced to all the
President C. N. Blackwell Raton.
shortly after 7:30 o'clock last evening, business men and citizens of Albu equally a pleasure to bid them welcome. Mayor McKee turned the keys
Vice president K. J. Palen, Santa
has seldom if ever been duplicated in
of
the
Duke City over to the delegates Fe.
this city, with the exception of the
in the course of his breezy, entertainSecretary H. D. Bowman, Ijis Cru-cepresident's visit.
ing
remarks, urging all to use them
Received With Cheers.
unhesitatingly. He explained that com.
Treasurer J. B. Herudon, Albu- FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.
As the train bearing the governor,
mittees would be at the service of the querque. .
together with Adjutant General Tark-ingtovisitors to show them about the city,
Attorney General Prlchard and
This Evening Session.
explain to all what had been done in
Owing lo the presence of Governor
Iand Commissioner Keen, of Santa
Fe, and the escorting committee from
the past aud what would be done In Hagerman In Albuquerque no session
the future. He sincerely trusted that will be held this evening. All delethis city, steamed In, the First Regiment hand struck up a welcoming ode
the visit of the linkers would be both gates will attend the reception to be
ap
In ragtime, but when the governor
enjoyable and. profitable.
tendered New Mexico's chief execupeared at the door the shout that went j
Col. V. S. Hopewell, president, of tive, however, by the Commercial club
up irom tne assembled spectators
the Commercial club, who was slated at the luxurious parlors of this or
drowned the playing of the band and
to deliver an address of welcome In ganization.
the noise of .the engine. It proved
behalf of the club, was not present
Program for Tomorrow,
conclusively that the citizens fit Alconsequently the pleasure of hearing
i he session tomorrow morning Is
mixes and kneads
buquerque were heart and soul in acthis entertaining speaker was neces slated to be opened by the president
cord with the new governor.
sarily deferred until stub tinte that he to
followed by prayer, offered by
bread thoroughly
Salute, Fired.
could lie in attendance.
Rabbi Jacob H. Kaplan. Governor
When the train had stopped a line
in
Hagerman will favor the assemblage
Three Minutes.
O. N, Marron's Address.
was formed and the governor was es1
1
The next pleasure of the convention men with an address. A symposium
corted to the lobby of the Alvarado
ine nands do
was listening to an address of wel relating to practical quest ns is next
where he met the reception commitcome by O. N. Marrou of this city in in order on the program, each dele- MWj. ..1
tee. Shortly after he was conducted
Vt t V not touch the
to the dining hall, where an Imprompbehalf of the bankers of Albuquerque. gate's address being limited to five
dou?h.
tu dinner was served with the goverMr. Marron said that in bidding the minutes. The time and place for hold 1
nor as the guest of honor. While the
bHtikeis welcome for the local bankers ing the next convention will be departy was at dinner, the repast conhe did so in no perfunctory or formal cided upon and unfinished business
suming an hour's time, the crowd on
way. The heartfelt pleasure of the transacted.
the outside, who were anxious to catch
Drives About the City.
Albuqui rque fraternity, he said, goes
a glimpse of New Mexico's new execIa tho afternoon tho delegates will
forth to every member and all were
HKRHERT
J.
HAGERMAN'.
utive, filled the verandas and yards,
bid a hundred thousand
welcomes. be shown points of interest about, and
listening to the band and the firing of querque wno cuueu. Atter this re- In' selecting
Duke City as the first adjacent to Albuquerque. Among the
the
tne governor's salute of seventeen ception the governor was again taken place of
to be visited are: I'niversity of
meein?. Mr. Marron said that places
guns by the battery. After dinner the in charge by tne reception
New Mexico, Indian school, plant of
coiiiiniltee
he
Albuquerque
that
assumed
w.'s
governor conversed with the members who found entertainment for him the
given credit for being the chief com- American Lumber company, Rio Gran
of the escorting and reception com- remainder of the afternoon.
mercial center of New Mexico. He de Woolen mill. Albuqm rque Wool
mittees and at 1 ' : 3 p. m., retired,
At Club Tonight.
all far this glowing tribute. Securing mill. Free IJbrary, Old Albu
after expressing his gratification to At o clock the governor will dine thanked
assemblage that, the qucrque, R.arelas and several other
He
assured
these committees lor the maimer in with friends after which he will rest Albuquerque the
bankers
were pro.id of so points of interest.
which he had been received.
until U o clock when he will be con distinguished an assemblage repreBanquet in Evening
Morning Entertainment.
ducted to the rooms of the Commer
The convention w ill be brought to an
This morning after the governor cial club by the reception committee senting, as they do, everything that is auspicious
close tomorrow night with
had aroso and breakfasted lie met a The rooms have been beautifully dec good in their respective communities.
banquet at the Alvarado. This func FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.
number of Albuquerque citizens and orated, as told in yesterday's issue of I assure you, gentlemen, we are ation
will bo elaborate In every dttail
merchants who called upon him in the I he Evening Citizen, and everything proud to have you as our guests and Manager
Cheatham promising to undo
lobby of the Alvarado and
fter a is in readiness lor the formal reeep trust you stay in our city will be profhimself in making tho affair a bril
short time speut in social conversa tion which will no donbt be one of the itable and thoroughly enjoyable."
Hunt social success, and will be at
' C.
tion an automobile party of two ma- niost elaborate
N.' Blackwell's Reply.
affairs ever held
0. W. Strong's Sons
tended by Governor Hagornian.
chines was made up for a ride around i:i Albuquerque. During the course of
to
reply
t3ie
N.
C.
Blackwell's
kind
I ho city and a tour of inspection of the the reception
a sumptuous banquet
was a most scholarly ef
STRONG BLOCK.
WHO THEY ARE.
public schools and University of New win do spread, at. which David Combs words saidepoke
of the people of Alfort. He
Mexico.
W. F. Buchanan, of Tucuincari, and
and his corps of white waiters from buquerque as being wide awake, ener
In the first machine, Col. Sellers' the eiger restaurant will officiate in
II. D. Jones, of Santa Rosa, two well
known bankers from their section of
"Red Devil," were Professor J. E. the dispensing of the several courses getic and enterprising; an inspection
explicitly.
city
piwing
of
this
the
Clark, superintendent
of the city of the banquet menu. Tho governor
the territory, are in the city, in atschools; Prof. A. B. Stroup, superin- will be conferred with later in the The warm hospitality of Albuquerque tendance on the bunkers' convention.
was,
proverbial
and
he said,
H. D. Bowman, the well known and
tendent of county schools; J. II. OTtl-ell- evening and his wishes for the follow people
always most cordial and he believed popular banker of Las Cruces, is noof the O'Rielly Drug company; ing day's program learned.
Superintendents
the local bankers had excelled them ticed among the visiting hankers. He
Falrvlew
and
George Jstubbs, a mining man; AdjuWill Remain Over.
tant General Tarkington, of Santa Ke, While it Is not positively known as selves In the manner of entertaining is quite an orator and will be in evl- - Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
with I). K. U. Sellers, the chauffeur. yet just what program will be carried the visiting delegates. Mr. Hlackwell dence at the hHunnct tnmorrfiw niiMit
MONUMENTS
The second machine contained Gover- out, the governor will probably meet explained hi.w and why he had started ' at the Alvarado.
nor Hagerman. Col. W. S. Hopewell, several ot the local politicians tomor tbe movement toward perfecting an. 11
Anderson, a nmnilnent citizen
2M-2N.
St.,
Pbones.S
Second
organization of territorial bankers.
president of the Commercial club;
of Alamogordo, the county seat of
row morning lor a conference con
He spoke in closing at some length otero county, and one of the best
E. S. Stover, and R. I,. Ilod-Ho- n cerning the appointment of a probate
acting as chauffeur.
cieiK.
Several other business mat on the growth and prosperity of New towns In eastern New Mexico, is here, OC)OCOOOOOOOCCC)CXDCXDC)CXDOOO
The Cornell Yell.
ters will be attended to by tho gover Mexico, of its excellent educational hobnobbing with the bankers and AAfter a short spin around the city nor m the morning. Including the de institutions, liow the immigration bur lbuquerque friends.
Wootton & Myer,
8
the party was guided to the Univer livery of an address before the bank eau had materially increased lis popC. N. Blackwell, accompanied
sity. As the governor stepped out of ers' convention. He has been asked to ulation and commercial imixntance
Blackwell, arrived on tbe No. ).
tho auto and entered the college remain over until tomorrow night for and anticipated at least 5(),0u0 homes last, night, and took in Ihe minstrels
grounds, the uag of Cornell University the purpose of attending the bankers' when all plans for increasing the Ir at the Kiks opera house. He is presiGovernor Hagerman's alma mater, wai banquet at the Alvarado, and has ac rigation facilities were completed. The dent of the First National bank of Raunfurled to the morning breeze, and cepted the invitation. He will leave numerous and excillent banking insti- ton, and Is taking part in the proceedtho Cornell yell, given with gusto by Saturday morning for Santa Fe.
tutions were not omitted and he stated ings of the bankers' convention.
AND RENTALS
8
Lou H. Brown, cashier of the Bank
that, the primary purpose of the con
vention and those to come was to get of Demlng, represents the Windmill 8 Ranches
and Farms 8
HAVE YOU PAID
CONLEY'S LAST HOPE
those engaged in banking In closer City at the convention. Mr. Brown is
with one another and enumer- one of the pioneer bankers of the tertouch
YOUR POLL TAX?
FLED THIS MORNING ated several topics relative to banking ritory, having come to New Mexico in 2
Correspondence Solicited.
X
g
which might be advantageously dis 18S5. Mr. Brown has been with the 3
123 s- Third st..
Deming
Bank
of
organization
since
ap
its
Hearty
by
convention.
the
AI.BUyUEHQUE . . . . N. M. O
FOR HABEAS
THIS IS TO THE BANKER
3
CORPUS cussed
AND MOTION
OVERRULED BY JUDGE ABBOTT plause greeted Mr. Hlackwell and in S!2.
LAWYER AS WELL AS THE LAB
qoocxxxjocc
T. J. Kirk, of Silver City, is here
Messrs. McKee and Marron upon the
HERE TODAY.
ORER
DELINQUENTS ARE BE
attending
conevenuon.
bankers'
the
conclusion of their addresses.
ING SUED.
He states thai he Is at present enThe last hope of saving or prolongTemporary Officers Selected.
ing the life of John Couley, who will
Have you paid your ioll tax?
THE CELEBRATED
Cnder the
head of "oritwrt.a- - gaged at Silver City in forming a new
die on the gallows tomorrow for mur- lion" a temporary chairman and secre banking company to be known as the
If you haven't, you had better.
der,
American
a
bank,
full
seems
National
and
appears
of
account
Today li will cost only
which
tary were selected. On motion of E.
,
Tomor
row It may cost 3.50.
Cahoon, Mr. Blackwell was selected to think that there is a good opening
This is the elsewhere in these columns, fled this
morning,
when
Judge
Ira
overAbbott
decree of Justice Craig, who has been
as temporary chairman. The conven- there for the bank be is organizing.
T. M. Wingo, a banker or El Paso,
given rha painful duty of making poll ruled the habeas corpus proceedings tion also unanimously elected H. D.
tax dodgers pay up. The time for brought by Mark Thompson, attorney Bowman of Las Cruces as its teni- - who Is well known here, Is attending
the bankers' convention. Mr. Wingo
paying this tax wes up some time ago, for the condemned man, for a stay of jKirary secretary.
is also Interested n, a new bank
Attorney General Prichard
and the poll books were turned over execution.
Appointed.
Committees
which stay-tesome
ai Iteming
to the court ti be checked up. those was in the city today and represented
At the instigation of the conven
ago.
The gentleman resided in
who have paid checked off and those the territory at the bearing which con- tion Chairman Blackwell appointed a time
Albuquerque some
:irs hko. at the
who have neglected to pay sued. Forty-- sumed the greater part of the morning. Judge Abbott listened to the ar- committee on order ct business and a- time being manager f I be Denincrnt
five
bvof these suits have already guments
on constitution
committee
and
Publishing company.
of the lawyers, pro and con,
brought results and SOo more are
They were 83 follows;
t
H. D. Murray, president (,f the Siland decided that there were no iws.'
scheduled to follow. The prospect of grounds
W. S. Strlckler, ver City
of
Order
business
0
National bank, is In the
for sustaining the habeas cor- Albuquerque, bainiian; R. J. Palen
tho enforcement of the Liukfield bill pus
of
con-- ;
tiie
attendiii:.'
bankers'
proceedings,
overruling
therefore
in congress, meaning the cutting off
anta Fe, Joseph Price. Socorro.
vent ion. "We arc having exceptiothe motion.
of the gambling license revenue
E. A. Ca- - nally good IraditiL' in Misiness lines and
f
Constitution and
This
was
move
of
last
the
the
law
l he schools, has had
J. 1!. llern- among the mines, and everytliini;
much to do with yers lor ne defendant,
ioon, Koswiil,. chairman
and with its
the city scho.
11,
iMiard's pressing the
Albuquerque; D, T. llaskins, imiiits toward the tuiure upbuilding of
all hope of saving the man's
court to push the delinquents and none failure
in Miguel.
that progressive Ir'Ie city," suid Mr.
life
was given up. In conversation
MELINI & EAKIN
will be spared. The banker and tiie. with a
Vote of Thanks Extended.
Murray.
lawyer will be called into court to toiiiey representative C)f this paper Au
1L
D.
Bole Agent.
On
Bowman
a vote
motion of
K. J. Paleli, UK i.H nt of the Kb s.
t.eneral I'richard said:
snow reason why they have not paid
l
thanks was extended to Chairman National banl. nf
I)
.t,t:l l'e !,,.,.. 1,1. 1
"There
is no doubt in my mind but
Albuquerque.
M. M.
as well as the lalsirer. Justice Craig wnat ( oiney is guilty,
for the interest he nas
l,y his wif. u.is in the city
and should pay Hlackwell
Automatic
Phone,
199.
J
J
saiil this morning that it was this tne run penalty
tho.
in organizing
association and day attending the bankers' convention,
ihe foul crime that
class that constituted the majority of ne committed. for
It lsn t reasonable to tbe trouble h" has been to. Another Mr. Palen states that Hie Capital Citv
l he delinquent.
suppose, as Couley declared, that a motion, Just before adjournment, in-- : is eiHoyinir Its usual amount of bnsi- Strange," said the court," bin 1 find
tructed all delegates 10 enroll iheir.nes.s and with the outlook bright lot
boy Is going to
IK toe WISH TO EAT a good
I his
that it is the class thai can lictter witn an ax a man who Is armedattach
another bank to be ctahlished in that
with names on the oltiri.il resistor.
pay
to
'in' 1. and enchiladas on the Mexican
that triis to escum.- pay a pistol and who has Just killed an- roster is as follows:
afford
eny in the near lu'ure.
IIing.
stl. no to South Third street, corner
W. Kelly, of tinother man. I don't believe Couley had
Names of Those Present.
Gross.
When asked what was usually the the slightest provocation for murder.
Will be
E. A. Cahoon. representing the First company. Is in lie- env from Las Ve- - of Silver avenue, No. 215.
result on the serving of the MiniiiioiiH and if the full truth were known I be- National Bank of Uoswell, the First gas, hobnobbing wmIi the territorial served promptly at any hour of the
l'rlci-will be from 25c to 30c.
in a i ase the Justice staled that the lieve it would be discovered that RedNational Hank of Artesia. the First bunkers and will u fi-- the Governor illicit.
prompt payment, of lorh tax and costs ding was killed while pleading for his National Bank of finales, the rlrsr 'Hagerman reeeptimi tonight, and the M. GRENADINO
& CO.
The costs amount life."
usually followed.
NaUonal Bank of Cailsbad
Mr.
and the bankers" eonvent ion tomorrow.
In speaking of his reported resigwhich added t the tax of 31
to
Huuernian National Bank; Nathan Kelly siates that Yi'L'.n Town is still
Win n oii want something In the
nation from the Ksition of attornev .Jaffa, City National Bank, Koswell; pegging along In it,
brings the total cost up to $3.50.
progresxiw
Some are undtr the impression that general, Mr. Prichard stated that he H. H. Saunders, American National manner and that a e.ison of prosper- House
they aro exempt localise of an age would resign some time In the near Bank. Koswell; V. S. Strlckler. Bank ity is being ookei fmward to bv merGo To
O. N. chants In all lines ..i i'lisiness.
limit specified by law. This is a mis- future owing to a press of other busi- of Commerce, Albuquerque;
Joseph l'rice, l IViie Bros., banktake. The law says that every able ness matters.
Marron and J. It. Herndon. State NaNote As will bo seen elsewhere In tional Bank, Albtiiuer(iie; C. N. Black-well- , ers and merchants v Socorro, is in
bodied male person over the age of 21
323 South Second St.
years inu.-- i pay poll tax. and only The Kvening Citizen. Conloy has at
First National Bank, Baton; Jos- attendance at the N. w Mexico Banklast moment been granted a re- eph l'rice, I'rice Brothers, Soeorm; ers" convention. I'i." Bros, have the
pi ice paid for
household
firemen and old soldiers are exempt. the
only
bank in Soc oi r
Mr goods. New and second hand goods
count v.
H. B. Jones. First National Bank. San
And the old soldiers are only exempt prieve of one week.
"ee 18 one Of the .inkers attending I. mlii and sold. Phones; Store
Kosa; II. I). Bowman, Bowman
because the school trustees have m
Mr. and Mrs. G. N. Ewers of Albia, ta
l(e,i
J: Mouse Black 2C3.
keu in his
specified in keeping with a precident Iowa,
Bank, I.as Cruces, and the First Na 'ho convention
are visiting with their son and tional Bunk of El l'aso; 1). T. llaskins iiuenis on tho sia:
finest ion
lliat has long existed.
He
daughter, Elinier and Miss Louise. Mr. San Miguel National Bank,
would be i fan of single state- &
Vegas;
nooti if it were pus ie, but as it is
One hundred pairs of boy's knee Kwers Is an
shoo dealer in r. M. Wingo, vice president American nor
INSURANCE,
REAL
FIRE
ESTATE
possible, ho f.iv
th next best
pants, worth lic anil 75c, special, 2'ic ibis thriving little city In Iowa. They National Bank, El Paso; Solomon
LOAN3
per pair. Simon Stern, the Railroad win protpiy remain in Albuquerque Luna, Bank of Comment., Albmiuer-- think joint Ktafchi '!
Mr. Price
man a movement u start a Mate
.
ne.Automatic pbune 461.
avtuutj clothier.
uitiiuuei oi me winter.
jqtie; l..r H. Brown, Vuuk of famine, uank
at Socorro
Boom 10, N T. Annljo Building.
Once, not many weeks ago,

Have Removed to the New
Staab Building

to
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"LADY MACBETH.

Albert Faber

prls

Furniture,

Carpets

s

Wo carry a complete itock of
motors for alternating and direct
currents.

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

HOUSE WIRING) A SPECIALTY.
Electric,' Gas & Combination
Fixtures

OH

n.

Southwestern
Electric &

BREAD
MAKER
n

.

I0H.-P- .

Albuquerque

r

!

Real Estate
-

1

O.

F.

O.

whiskey

11 ;

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

BARNETT,

Prop'r.

i 20 West Railroad

Avenwe

o

SMOKE

THE

1h

to-e- n

K'-ll-

'

Furnishing Line
-

Cfias.

L. Keppeler

t

,,.,

ls

RANKIN

;

-

'

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMPLE AND

CO.

0:

CLUB ROOMS

OOOO O O
Clfm1kfli

ODOR OF A REALLY
CIGAR

O

enjoyed by most ladles

In

smoking:

GOOD

Kite

of

them-scrvr-

s.

need fear to
ask permission to smoke a WHITE
LILY CIGAR in the presence of his
sweetheart or best girl, as they are
remarkable for the fragrance and purity of their smoke.

J. RICHARDS

A.

1132 WEST

RAILROAD

J
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1

i

AVENUE.
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IN BREAD

I

iAiSC"

ibirWre
lit
Uf' t 7l " IV

j

the most Important of all; that
the selection of proper flour.
There Is no difficulty about this If
Empress flour Is chosen. It
so
good and makes such sweet, vhlte
and nutritious bread as to be unIs

1

surpassed by any milled. The best
bread makers use It for that very
reason.

V

miwMl
f
f

"Ni;-r-

M. BERGER,
114
i i

X J&hmXl

b-

"

-i

Wholesale Agent,
r
uaa wvpper
Ave,

tti

I

J

,0"$
fVfvV'

V8,

MAKING.

Is

XHfir

'4
WsSSg

am

THE FIRST LESSON

6

tv

J
hJ

LOW PRICES
EASY PAYMENTS

FURNITURE,

CROCKERY,
AND

STOVES

RANGES

Borradaile

Pi?

& Co.
"I made $350 on that 60c." said a
prominent Albuquerque business man,
on the completion of his conversation
over the Long Distance Telephone.
MONEY IN YOUR POCKET
by using the toll lines of

sen-elio-

,

;

Finest Whiskies

No gentleman

-

j

La

their objections to

s

--

Works

HAVANA CIGARS
Rich and Fragrant
Sold by a Doafera

I

I

Machine

r

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

;

Foundry and

R.
HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore. Coal and Lumber Cars;
Pu eys. Grade Bars. Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron SnatUan
Fronts for
Buildings.
Repair on Mlnln mn Mill Machinery a Specialty
Foundry east ulde of railroad track.
Albuquerque, K. M.
00-Qoo-

y,

h

Co.

oooo.ooooooooo.

1

UNDERTAKERS

Construction

6. E. Induction Motor

216 South Second Street.
Agents General Electric Co., Crocker, Wheeler Co.

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

Lt

and Draperies

The Colorado Telephone Co.
Room

18 N. T. Armljo Building.
LOW RATES

4

V
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PITTSBURG MILLS' DEATH LIST

JUST

Communication Made Easy

LIKE GREAT BATTLE

MEN KILLED AND INJURED IN A YEAR, WHILE AT
WORK IN THE GREAT INDUSTRIES OF THE IRON AND STEEL
CITY.

OVER

'

4
4

Sport

17,000

In Iron and steel mills.
In factories
On nillroails
In mines

Orand total

Pittsburg.

Pitcher Norwood Gibson is studying
his winter
chemistry ami spend
months learning the science.
Outfielder .lack Flouinoy of the St.
Paul Club has been died for divorce.
His wife declares that he has wandered away from the home plate.

FOR ONE YEAR.

RECORD

Pa.. Kel..

.
.

Joe Cans offers t'o fight Nelson and
In the sumo ring with one hour's
rest between battles. The dingy certainly has a giHxl press agent.

Itrltt

Gene de Montreville Is In the sulks
over the salary offered 'him by the
Toledo Club and will probably hold out
two weeks longer before signing.
Charlie Kunz will not. accept the
offer to play with the Pittsburg, Kas.,
team. Charlie says ttiat ne wouiu
rather be p. star In t.he brush than a
tailender In a junior league.

4

1

his Indusin a year
more than twice as many men as lost
their lives at Gettysburg, whore 7,500
lirave men in blue and pray fell In
1

battle.
Statistics just completed Indicate
(hut 17,7'Mt men are either killed or
injured annually In the peaceful pru
suits vf this ureal workshop. It is
simply what this district pays for the
ceaseless rush and reckless abandon
Human
In the piling up of dollars.
life is reckoned more cheaply than
machinery, for a life snuffed out can
be replaced without cost, but
cannot.
Of course, another element that enters into tills tragic grind Is the care
They take
lessncss of employes.
Krent risks, knowing; how dangerous
is their work around flying wheels
and le!ts, traveling at express train
speed, or In close proximity to mov
ing knives, trip hammers, molten
steel, acids, and other leath dealing

Rock Island System

cation of the rules. The Interest next
season undoubtedly will be as tense
as it was last, and last, year was one
of the greatest In the 'history of the
game, lwth from the points of Interest and attendance.
a
"Parson" Davies is at the head of a
syndicate that has purchased the New
Orleans franchise in the Southern
League. Since the "parson" dropped
out of the fighting game he has been
In a state of quiescence.
He made his
"pile" promoting and has lived the
life of a quiet country gentleman In
town for a short visit.

Shortest, quickest, therefore, the best. The only way with two through

trains dally, carrying standard and tourist sleepers, observation
Ing cars, chair cars and coaches.

.

For full particulars see any agent, or address

CARNETT KING

great-disaster-

s

R. STILES
Gen. Pass. Agent.

EL PASO, TEXAS.

DENVER

RIO

&

G R A MD
SYSTEM!

"Scenic Line of the World'
Shortest and quickest line from
Santa Fe to Denver, PueWe and Colorado Springs, and all Colorado points.
Connection at Denver and Pueblo with
all lines east and west. Tims as quick
and rates as low as by other lines.

City-Denve-

Fatal Defects.
Many mills and factories of the city
are deficient In providing guard rails
THE UPPER riCTURE SHOWS MEN AT WORK IN A BESSEMER
for pits, for' revolving cranks, and for
INTO THE INGOT MOLDS.
projecting rodB on shafts. There Is STEEL MILL, POURING LIQUIDA STEELYARD
WITH A 1XJNG ROW OF
MILL
LOWER PICTURE SHOWS
also gross violation of the law in
THESE
TONS.
ROLLS
WEIGHING
crowding
until CRANES AN HLOO.MINO MILL
workmen together
FREQUENT ACCIDENTS.
work cannot be performed with safety. PLACES ARE THE SCENES OK
1 J til 1. 11
nthap olirnolo D pa 1arL-l- ir nn
electric cranes, and travelers and they get Into a big mill or factory, but here, again, the figures tell only
to
chains, and rods are not inspected, I they are apt to get confused and be a portion of the tale. Accordingwere
the coroner's report, 110 persons
with the resit than many break tinder hurt,
killed In mines, last year, and this,
Harvest of Hurts.
heavy loads.
Deputy Fact cry inspector Ilugn with those injured, brings the total
Gigantic fly wheels in the immense
Iron and steel mills give way, with O'Donnell estimates that 6,000 men of casualties up to 400.
Work Days' Toil.
appalling loss of life and destruction are killed or Injured each year in four
It must be remembered that, thre
of the mills of the Caruegie Steel
.of property.
In the
Mill authorities are very much op- company. In one of the mills where have been no
posed to giving out Information about 12.UO0 men are employed, It Is said mills, factories or on the railroads in
accidents. At the coroner"s office only that rarely, a day elapses that two or Allegheny county during the last year.
The Car- These victims to the Moloch of pro250 fatalities were reported from the three men are not hurt.
mills during the year, while It is negie Steel company employs some- gress and rush are just the ordinary
:known that many injuries, resulting thing like 50,000 men, and it is esti- casualties in the Industrial battle.
The compilation of these statistics
mated that fully 10 per cent of them
.in death, never reach that office.
however, has opened the eyes of the
Foreigners are advised by their are killed or Injured each year.
and Chief
So far as fatalities alone are con- state factory Inspectors,
friends not to work In the mills and
C. Delaney has
.around furnaces. The alarming fre cerned, the railroads lead. Last year Factory Inspector J. investigation
of
quency of accidents la due to furnace t'hey snuffed out a life for every day announced that an
"hang, blowing off of furnace tops, of the year. Besides this they In- the furnaces, mills and factories ol
MAXWELL
MASONIC INCIDENT
nd escape of deadly fumes and flame, jured nearly 4,000 people. Last Oc- the Pittsburg district will be made
of en
acts as a deterrent to the men. Many tober they killed no less than 35 per- earlv this year, with a view
LAND GRANT DEAD
forcing the laws more stringently.
UNIQUE
INTEREST THREE
OF
of them come from the slow, lethargic sons In Allegheny county.
Next to the mills and railroads the The movement for this Inspection was
ROYAL
RECEIVE
countries of southern Europe, where
BROTHERS
P.
MARTIN
PELS,
WELL
KNOWN
league.
modern mills are unknown, and when mines cause the most outright deaths, started by the United Labor
ARCH DEGREE AT SAME TIME
IN THIS TERRITORY, DIED
IN
DENVER.
A singular and interesting Incident
Martin P. Pels, for ten years man
recently in Ros-we- ll
ager of the Maxwell Land Grant com in Masonry occurred
conferring the
on
occasion
of
the
pany, and very well known In this
territory, especially In Colfax coi'iity, Royal Arch degree in Columbia Royal
died a week ago In Denver.
The Arch Chapter upon three candidates.
Rocky Mountain News of recent date, January 8. Three brothers received
'
contains the following item concern the degree at the same time, it being
ing him:
obligatory to confer it upon three can'The funeral of Martin P. Pels, wVio didates at one and the same time. The
died at his home, 1144 York street, fact that three brothers were in the
Thursday, occurred
yesterday after team Is the first occurrence of the
noon. The funeral services t(k place hind on record in Masonic history.
at the family residence at 2 o'clock,
The names of the three are: Mon
and burial was In Fairmount cemetery. tezuma Miller, was born In Ringoes
SCmi
A large number of friends attende-Point, Missouri, March 12, 18t.lt ; he
the services, and the floral offerings received the lodge degree in 1901 In
were beautiful.
Roswell Lodge No. IS. A. F. & A. Maresident sons and the Chapter degrees In Co"Mr. Pels was an
for lumbia Chapter No. C, in Roswell, the
of Denver, and was recognized
years as vne of the leading citizen". Royal Arch degree having been conami during Abraham Lincoln's admin- ferred upon him January 8th last in
istration lie was United States consul company with his two brothers, Fred
Batavia, and for years was identi- H. Miller and Walter C. Miller.
at
ing generation; it is a slap at their fied with largo transactions in western
Fred H. Miller was born in Rocky
Denison. Texas, Feb. 9. Withown children."
Comfort, Misourl, April 17, 1872; he
Ho was born In
lands.
protecRegarding the advisability of let
drawal of the benefits of fire
Holland, March 1, 1837, and received the lodge degree In 19U5 in
ting the property of delinquents burn lived an eventful life In parts of Eu- Roswell Ixxlge No. 18, A. F. & A. Mation and of the right to send their
Mavor Acheson said:
sons, and the Chapter degree in Corope, Asia and America. He was
children to school Is the suggestion
"When a man stops paying his Are
'
services to the lumbia Chapter No. 6, the Royal Arch
for
times
four
made by Alex. W. Acheson, mayor,
insurance premium, the insurance governments of Holland, Belgium, degree having been conferred upon
of Deulson, Texas, as a means of
ceases. If a doren men are in line Uraxil and Turkey.
him January 8 last, In company with
passing buckets of water to a burning
forcing tax delinquents to pay up.
his two brothers, Montezuma and
o the
came
United
lSoo
he
"In
house, should they bo expected to
Max- Walter C. Miller.
'The mayor's scheme was formally
charge
of
the
States
took
and
continue work when the owner stands well
Walter C. Miller was born In Rlack
submitted to the council and a
Land Grant ;mpany, which had Hawk,
Idly by and does not lend a hand to
Colorado, February 28, 1S74.
in
grant,
southwest.
the
large
of
land
a
twenty
was appointed to report upon
extinguish the flames? Of
He received the lodge degrees in 1904
a
Mr.
Pels
of
Through
efforts
the
jthe matter.
seven runs by the fire department
Roswell Ixxlge No. 18, A. F. & A.
litigation was ended, in
lately, nine were to the property of
Masons, and the Chapter degree in
To the council the mayor said that
company
clear
a
gave
which
the
peonle who refuse to uav taxes whlcn
Columbia Chapter No. 6, the Royal
about $30,000 in taxes were unpaid.
keep the machines running while six title to Its property. He was manager Arch degree having been conferred
"These delinquents are not always
years
ten
and
company
for
of
this
more delinquents lived in adjoining
upon him In tho same team with his
the shiftless or poverty stricken.
houses which would have burned had later was Interested in mining and two brothers, Montezuma and Fred
.Some of them are among the most
realty."
II. Miller, on January 8 last.
the fire hose not reached them.
successful business men In the com"As these people have set themof the delinquent
The Miller brothers came to the
munity. One-thir- d
the;
selves in a class separate from
Pecos valley when quite young with
taxes are due the school fund. If
HELPERS.
more
WILLING
than
rest of the citizens, it Is no
their parents, grew up there and have
Ahev were Daid the directors could
What's the use of a helper. If s been identified with the country ever
proper that we should recognize them
Increase the salary of every teacher
Willingness
is
willing?
cost
he
the
in
4
as declining to participate
Isn't
since. They are stock growers, good
0 a month.
of running the business of the city, 5 an ample mantle which will al- - if citizens and respected.
The three
"One man kicks' on $3.75 taxes on
and therefore entitled to a minimum 4 most cover all the sins of serv- have followed the example of their
house when he sends
a four-rooA.
ACHESON.
W.
MAYOR
advertiseclassified
Hut
Ice.
a
of
4
its benefits."
father and married young, have famthree children to school. Another ligence In
Mayor Acheson is thoroughly In 4 nient in The Evening Citizen is a
promptly paying taxes is
ilies, but none as large as their fathhas
who howls at a tax of 47 cents neg- a blow at the Intelligence of the ris
willing helper that is not only
earnest In his proposition.
er's family, whose children are many
four children at school. Their
4 absolutely competent, but also is
in number. The Miller brothers are
It works all S "good men and Masons." They live
s" a willing worker.
Governor Hagerman to the Duke City FARMERS TO
011 adjoining ranches,
have taken the
4 the time for you. It Is the best
ALBUQUERQUEANi AT
this evening: Judge Ir- - A. Abbott.
4 and most economical publicity la i Masonic degrees together whenever
W. S. Strickler, cashier of the Bank
the world. '
possible, and propose to stand by each
HOLD INSTITUTE
'
SANTA FE YESTERDAY of Commerce;
George Arnot. manager
4 4 4
4
other for many a day to come.
for Gross, Kelly & company; A. 11.
AS
MEN
EXPERIENCED
ESCORTING McGaffey, merchant; Ivan (irunsfeld, WITH
THERE AS
SOME
I). A- Macphei son, presiON TOPICS OF IN- SPEAKERS
AND OTHERS ON merchant;
COMMITTEE,
dent of the Democrat Publishing
PROBATE Company;
TEREST.
APPOINTMENT OF
K.
V. Dobson. attorney;
Safe and Helpful Beverage-co- o)
CLERK.
Thomas N. Wilkeison. attorney, and
The committee on program for the
Dr. O. V. Harrison. The committee
From the New Mexican. Feb. 14.
in company with Governor Hagerman all dav meeting of the Estancla Valley
bur helps the stomach to perform its
Probate Judge Jesus Romero and went south on the 4:30 o'clock train. Development Association, has received
clViic-- .
It
aMs !lv digestion. The percentage of
arAlbuquerque,
Romero,
of
Dr. F. B.
While In the city, the members were word from President. Foster ' f tne
in goad beer is very small. (iOOl) beer
alcohol
as
came
They
t"lay.
noon
rived at
entertained by the governor at lunchWiener
p:etu ):cs the thirst and refreshes instantAgricultural colltge that two of the indelegates appointed by a nice: Ing of eon at the Palace hotel
ly w.'A n.itcr.illy. Athlete drink Wiener beer when
Bernalillo
of
republicans
influential
with the college
connected
structors
in training.
They know that it is good for them.
county for the purpose of recommendA Healinn Gospel.
will attend the meeting and make ad
ing to Governor Hagerman the apof
pastor
Warren,
C.
J.
Rev.
The
dresses on subjects of Interest to the
pointment of Siegfried (irunsfeld, of Sharon
Ga.,
ISaptist Cchurch,
Albuquerque, to fill the vacancy in the says
farmers in ibis part of the country.
Goda
"H's
of Klectrio Hitters:
otfice of probate clerk, caused iy tne
The exact date has not yet been
a
me
of
It
cured
send to mankind.
,l
recent death of J- A. Summers.
bin It will be the latter
complete
back,
joints,
stiff
lame
' Captain Bernard Ruppe, president physical collapse. I wasandso weak It part ofneon
February or early in March.
3
if the territorial board of pharmacy,
Thai the meetine will be of general
took 1110 half an hour to walk a mile.
i
our
arrived at noon todav from Albuquer-lti- Two
Ppl
profit
interest
and
t'
have
bottles of Electric Hitters
He came as a delegate from the
Bssurred, and every settler in the val
of Mats Beers Is pre- -'
- v.l:.dcsomenes.
(lood Government league of that town made me eo strung 1 have just walked by. whether a member of tho asso
months before it
c
Method,
Rlatz
feel
nii'.ts in f0 minutes and
tot
to Interview Governor Hagerman upon thru?
a cia'.ion or not. U urgmtly Invited
i.parkling
Pare,
walking
made
It's
more.
.i::.
like
three
a
clerk
probate
appointment
of
Such
It
the
WIENER W
'.l -- brewed
remedy at ten, and take uctive part
and matured in the
for Bernalillo county. The Gtxxl Gov- new man of me." Greatest
it
will rehult In undeniable
'i".:c ideal home beverage.
and all Stomach l.iver
atu-nernment ague is opiKi.-e- d to C. E. for weakness
we will
sheriff, who is and Kidney complaints. Sold under gool to our people, if
Newcomer,
VAL BLATZ CREWINC CO., MILWAUKEE
guarantee at all druggists. Pricu &U( and tai.e part. Kstancia News.
pushed by the Hubbel faction.
MILWAUKEE:
;....
-o., nil
it.,.. 'till
"llr RockelV- er Is- not ai hw".. a
MliVERS A CO., Wholesale Dealer,
111110 nun uii
a. iiivui
tu
The following committee from the
fur
..
leave
.:i;i i.ij ..i... -- tK,it if- vou
Albui)Uri)u, fww He ilea.
J"('i
i.iuuiutiiii
Commercial club of Albuquerque ar- 1UMK Ult'tte, un:
Sure,
it will be forwarded, him.
rived at noon today in a special Pull- of Eucalyptus. V) cents a bottle at note
nAlwiya
li
KMsUsUsstal
ote.
ths Sam Ocod Cli"31-- "
ly if it a a 3"r
man car for the purpose of escorting Ruppe's.

V.

General Agent.

g

Hgeneies.

din

For ar.y trip, anywhere, any time

TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

p

rna-rhin- y

Paso & Southwestern System

Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago,
and all points North and East by the

Pitcher Nash, who won the majority
of his games for Las Vegas last summer, is holding down a clerical position under Postmaster F. O. Blood,
at the Meadow City.. First Baseman
Lyons, Fielder Billy Taylor, and Short
St.op Dickerson are others, of the last
O
year Las Vegas Blues who will wear
Either 1aev possess good pitchers the blue again next summer.
in the Pacific Coast League or light
Sam Most, the Kansas City plunger,
stickers. Only three men batted above
.300 last season, and they were Blank-(iishi- who cleaned up $30,0oo on the lHinies
.30(1,
Brash.311. Bennett
and
last fall, becaino a bookmaker at City
ear .303.
Park, New Orelans, but did not find
things as easy as he had anticipated.
If Joe Gans really wants a fight be He has just been ruled off for trying
should take n Kid Herman or Aurelia to influence Jockey Smith to do some
Herrera. The fight, these two little weird. rifling. Most denied the charges,
fellows put up out In Los Angeles but the evidence was too strong.
the other niht stamps them as among
O
the really clever featherweights of the
Tom l.oftus is negotiating for the
country.
purchase of the Kansas City Blues.
Tbeau has placed a pretty stiff fig.Toe Sugilen, th.p St. Ixiuis catcher. ure on the team and that may block
who was a voter when base ball was the deal. Tebeau wants to sell a tall-enin short pants, is to be released by St.
price. Base ball
team for a
Louis. He will land among the miners, is so dead in Kansas City it. will take
as Joe declares that his base ball days several years to revive It, because of
will not end until they screw thelid the cheese-parinpolicy pursued by
down for the melancholy ride.
r
authe Louisville-Kansa- s
Juan Alarid. who played short stop tocrat.
for the Santa Fe Centrals lxth last,
"POLLY ' AL'Lb'S SWIFT BALL
year and the year previous, has opened a saloon at Santa Fe. Jua nis one
of three northers residing at Santa
"Polly Auld. for many years a
Fe who have been the backbone of faithful carrier In the employ of The
base ball In Santa Fe for many years. Evening Citizen, but who left the city
a
for southern California, is winning
The Vandt rbllt Cup races will again laurels and much fame at San Ber
bo run over the Long Island course in nardino as a base ball pitcher.
The
October, 19iifi. As the cup was won San Bernardino Sun says:
a
year
by
Frenchman, the right
last
"Polly" Auld has taken employment
to say where the race should take with the Santa Fe office force, and
place fell to France, but as that coun has signed ud as pitcher for the
try has placed a ban on such events, transportation department in the com
It was decled to again run the races ing great game with the shop boys.
In America.
"Polly" Auld has a record. He plays
a swift ball, which travels from the
From present indications anor judg pitcher's box to the home plate like
ing by the lack of progress made by a streak of chain lightning, lou tninK
the oponents of foot ball as it Is now you see It, then you don t. As a cau
played, there will le little change in tion, the opposing batters are advised
One that when "Polly" is in the box, don t
the foot liall map next
or two colleges may be missed, hut try to make any dying switches and
game
the
will stand practically as it keen the main line open, or there'll
Is today, possibly with slight modifi- - be a collision.

The mills.

11

laitoiUs and railroads of
trial center kill and maim

9,000
4.0H0
4.300
4'HI

4

15, 1906.

PULLMAN
8LEEPER8, DINING
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR
CARS.
On all through

delays

trains.

No tiresome

at any station.

For Illustrated advertising
matter
or Information, address or apply to

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.. Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A., Santa Fe, New Mex.

Santa

sea-son-

Fe Central

Railway System

SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
Fast passenger and freight service. Steamship tickets to all rsrts
of the World.
Connections at Torrance, N M., with the El Paso & Southwestern,
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
Fe, N. M.. with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At Santa
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific railway, via Torrance, N. M.
Your business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS.
S. B. ORIMSHAW,
Pres. and Oen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Treas.
J. P. LYNO.
A.
GRIMSHAW,
City Frt. and Pass. AgL
Traveling Frt. and Pass. AgL
GENERAL OFFICES
SANTA FE, N. M.

LET TAX BOBGER'S HOME BURN;

t.

BAR HIS GHILBREN FROM SCHOOL

0
0

Cheap Rate to

old-tim- e

California

t,

they don't mind much how. An easier way
by farming. The alchemy
or nature converts the oranges, lemons, olives, grapes, wheat, alfalfa
and other products of the soil into good clothes, comfortable residences,
and assuring bank accounts. 'Tis being done every day in California.
Wouldn't it pay you to inquire into this? Better yet, why not go there?
Californlans

Talse

gold

las been found than that. It is now obtained

S3

ONLY'g

com-nuu-

long-standin-

I!

4--

m

The

I WIENER

(le-c!,- l.

BEER

e.

i

M

1

i.,i,i.i,

1
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u
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From Albuquerque to almost all points In California and to many places
Arizona. Liberal stop over privileges.
On sale daily, February 15 to April 7, 1906. Tourist sleepers daily
on fast trains. Harvey meals.
T. E. PURDY, Agent,
For particulars, apply to
Tho Atchison, Topeka 4. Santa Fe Ry. Co., Albuquerque, N. M.

In

D.5R.G.system
...SANTA TTdRANCII...
Effective December JO, J 905
Westbound.

Eastbound.
No. i2G.
:00
12:51
2:11
3:00
4:02
4:32
6: 45
8:30

11

Stations.

a ui

Lv. Santa Fe Ar.

pin

Kmbudo

pm

p
p
p
p
p
3 : 00 a
4 : 33 a

in
in
m
in
m
in
in

Espanola

Barranca

Servllkta

No. 425.

3:30pm
1:20
12:2G
11:36
10:29

p m
p m
p in

ptn
10:00pm
Tres Piedras
8:10
Antoulto
ptn
C: 40 a ra
Alamosa
11
:05 p ra
Pueblo
Colo. Springs
9:40 p m
7:30 a m
Ar. Denver Lv
7:00 p m
Trains stop at Embudo for dinner,
where good meals are served.
Connections.
At Antonito. for Durango, Silvertoi
and intermediate points.
At Alamosa, for Denver, Pueblo and
Intermediate points, via either the
standard gatiKe line via La veta Pass
or the narrow gauge via Salida, making the entire trip in daylight and
passing through the FAMOUS KOYAL
CORGK.
Also for all point on the
Creed branch.
S. K. HOOPER. G. P. A..
Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY,
Traveling Freight
and Passenger Agent.

RAILROAD TIME TABLE
(In effect November 12, 1905.)
Eastbound.
No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrtves 7:55
a. in., departs 8:25 a. in.
No. 4. Chicago Limited, arrives 11:59
p. in., departs 12:U'J a. m.
No. 8, Chicago & Kansas City Express, arrives li:45 p. m-- , departs
7:45 p. m.
No. 10, Chicago Fast Mail, arrives
6:50 a. m., departs 7:30 a. m.
Westbound.
No. 1, California Express, arrives 7:30
p. in., departs 8:15 p. m.
No. 3, California Limited, arrives
11:10 a- m., departs 11:20 a. ni.
No. 7, Mexico & California Express.
arrives 10:43 p. ni., departs 11:59.
No. 9, Fast Mail, nrrives 11:35 p. m.
Southbound.
No. 9, Mexico Express, departs 12:16
p. in.

Local freight train. No. 99, southbound, departs at 5 a. m., and carries passengers.
Arrives From South.
No. 10, Mexico Express, arrives 6:50
a. m.
No. 10 makes all local stops

east of
Albuquerque.
Angeles.
No. 1 runs direct to
No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
No. 3 runs direct to Lo Angeles and
San Francisco.
All trains dally.
T. E. PURDY. Agent.
One hundred pairs of boy's knee
pants, worth 5oc and 75c, special, 25c
per pair. Simon Stern, the Railroad
avimie clothier.
s

THURSDAY,

FEBRUARY

Al.nUQUEKOUK

15, 1906.
In
.t, Cltirrla-

.1 ..II,
MltirOmrl.i
A.I
........ ..hi.,,
,,i
nniatic possessions of Russia, 4.4H5 miles
In Japan, and l.lTti miles In China.

SBBsV

ONLY

A

FEW DAYS AND

ONLY A FEW PIECES
i

LEFT
Better take advantage of this
great Carpet and Rug Sale. A few
real bargains left that will be cut
closer to clcse out by Saturday.

-

-

Preliminary valuations of the railroad property of Wisconsin Tor 19"fi
have b,een announced l.v the state
board of assessment, and show n to
tal of
un increase
of
9.37.".iiimi over last year. It Is estimated that the increase in railroad
rates on account of the advance In
valuation will bo alKwt linu.iiuo. making the total i axes or railroads for
this year about jL'.HTH.S'.f.t.
Railroad
property in the state is taxed on an
th,
ail valorem basis.
in ,,f nvnilmi
being the average one of all other
property taxed.

Oionel w, s.

J.

querque Kastern. arrived in the city
last night, accompanied t,v V. M.
Dougherty and H. S. Moore', of Kansas City. Colonel Hopewell has been
conducting a party of Kansas City and
Kastern people on a tour of Inspection through the Kstancla valley and
to the Hagan coal fields. Torrance,
Kstancla and Santa Ke were also visited, oji the line
f
the Santa Ke
Kr in the
Central.
Hagan
coal
fields the party traveled overland
along the survey of the Albuquerque
Kastern. What 1he object of the inspection trip by the Kansas Cltyans
was, Colonel Hopewell has not Rtated.

D. EMMONS

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL FURNITURE.
Cor. Coal Ave. and Second St. B"-tWest End of
Phones.

Viaduct n

h

Hopewell, of the Albu-

FAVORITISM IN RAILROAD RATES

A

RAILROADER
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Here- they arp.

They're the great Twtedle brothers Duni and Dee.
They are as like as two ieaa.
The question is, can you tell then apart Si
Whether you can ;r not, what do you care?
The rate on Are clay, Ckve-landtPhiladelphia. Is 15U cents tier 100
ounds.
The rate on Kaolin fire clay is in cents.
The merry part of it. is. they look the same, weigh the same, and feel
the same and only an expert can tell them apart.
It takes a, beaut, however, to tell why the freight charges for one
should he more than or less than for the other.
Try THIS on yjur clairvoyant.

RAILROAD TOPICS
Frank J. Hell, chief engineer of the
Tecolote Valley railroad, who was
at Santa Fe the past few days, has re- turned to his home at Las Vegas.

tare

twenty-on-

e

of these

institutions

have iwssed, four new ones will be
established and plans are .,!" 1he mak- ....
imr f,

the Midland Valley railroad ofTicials
It Is reported, on
good
of that company, they have decided to authority, that Thomasapparently
Jacques is to
establish shops in that city.
be restored in a week or so to his
Engineer John Bowman of Socorro IKJskion as Santa Ke agent at SoIs rapidly recovering from the terrible

burns that he received from escaping
steam a few weeks ago, while taking
a crippled engine to the shops at San
Alarcial.
.

i

corro. It must have seemed a great
hardship to Mr. Jaques and his family
that he was assigned to another position, as he has a greut many friends
in Socorro, who will feel eratifieri
with him at his return to the position
mat ne nas occupied there for nearly
twenty years.

F. Merldith Jones, who is locating
engineer of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Ke railway, is quoted as havErnest. Meyers informed The Citiing said that shops will be erected in
the near future at Helen fcr the use zen today that during his recent trip
east, he called on Genera! Frleght
of ibis road.
Manager Gorman of the Santa Fe,
W. C. Ccok. traveling freight and and secured from him a reduction of
"
passenger agent for the Santa Fe. accents per hundred on car load lots
companied the gubernatorial nartv to and "3 cents per hundred on less than
Santa Ke and back yesterday, to see if."1 ",a'l lots, on merchandise in his
for Albuquerque from Chicago
that as far as the Santa Ke was con- cerned, Governor Hagerman's visit to ani1 - lIf river points. This applies
Albuquerque would be as pleasant as ",nI- t0 Albuquerque and goes into
i nici as soon as
Hssible.
ine rate can be filed
with the Interstate Commerce Com
A charter has
In mission
been obtained
Texas for the Burr's Ferry, Hrowdell
& Chester railroad,
from) TllL, Fnited States leads the world,
to build
llurr's Ferry to Ashtree. village, lnj'""n " ,n, present mileage and the
Tyler county, a distance of eighty rp,(,nt growth of its railways. Of the
miles. A capital stock of $Sj,(Miu is toIal railway mileage of the world,
tile largest holder IxVjng negating 53J.000 miles for 1904,
G. Silsbee. of Hoston. Mass.i"74 miles were in the United States,
j
nines in European Russia, 32,- John H. Kirby is president.
miles in Germany, 28,102 miles in
As a result of a recent change innance, zu,'Jolt miles in India ai ion
the departing time of train No. 2, not lulled in Austria-Hungary- ,
22,034 miles
a few people who pride themselves on in the Fnited Kingdom, 19,611 miles
making close connections, have ai-'Canada, 13,000 miles in Africa,
at the Santa Fe station to find 113 miles in Australia, 11,539 miles in
themselves left. No. 2 arrives at Argentina, 10,356 miles in Mexico,
7:53 and departs at 8:25, which is ft.901 miles in Italy, 9.308 miles In Bra'
five minutes earlier than previous to zil, 7,097 miles in Sweden, 7,322 miles
me cnange.
d

'

A tract of land having been purchased by the city of Parsons, Kansas, for $150,000, and presenter! to
the Missouri, Kansas Ai Texas railway
that company has let contracts for
the construction of shops on the tract
which will cost $l,oiin,
The ground
comprises thirty acres, and will accommodate the second largest repair
plant in Kansas.

Toothache

t

OILS,
OKUSHC3.

AND

Leather, Harness,
SafltUes,
Lap
Robes,
Horse Blankets, Etc. Pal
metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
W9
WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE

Neural&a
AntT

AHAccidcnis "tV, 111
Price

Established

In 1882

F. G. PR A TT
Sole agents for Casino

&. CO.
Canned Ooods
Jas. IKekin & c0.'s Cj.';oes, lm
boden's Granite Flour.

U It

Groceries

U

Creamery Butter
Earth.

Bent

on

Orders Solicited.
Free Denver.
214 South Second Street.

PARDON GRANTED

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

FOUND AT LAST

Staple and Fancy
Hlllsboro

Wholesale Grocers

Woolens laundered without ahrlnklng. We tave added to our ai.
ready well equipped launde'ry a machine wrth which we can handle
wooleoa without shrinking. When we are through with them ther
re Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to us
and we will straighten them out for you.

CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO
HAY,
GRAIN AND FEED
Wholesale and Retail
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL

J.

602 South

B. MacMANUS,

OCXX)CXXXXXXXXXXXDOOOCXX)0
"GOOD HORSES!"
WHY
NOT GOOD HARNESS

Mgr.

First Street Both Phones

Governor Herbert J. Hagerman,
date of February 3, 1906. has
A. D.
a pardon to Gus Iard. under sen
tence of ninety days, and costs, in
Chaves county.'
tile Jail at Roswell,
I.ard was sentenced by Judge William
H. Pope, of the Fifth judicial district'
court on a charge of assault and bat-House moving, well making, water
tery.
pipe laying, pumps, tanks and wind
Governor Hagerman stated, as his
Irrigating plants a specialty.
reason for granting the pardon that mills.
Judge Poie had said that the causeofi Ranch deep well supplies.
justice would be accomplished by Lard
serving out his sentence without the"
Lead Avenue and First Street.
additional number of days resulting
from the costs of trial; that
had j
Phone
a family In destitute circumstances; Automatic
308;
Colorado
Red 131.
that he had served his sentence to
within a few days; that while in jail
his conduct, had been good and he had
assisted the officers on one occasion
in the pursuit of escaped prisoners.

Make matters match. If you're the
proud possessor ot a fine borce or
team see to It that their equipment la
In keeping with their worth. We hav
a reputation for turning out harness
which bears critical Inspection from
any viewpoint strength, style, durability, price moderation.
As to th
latter, we will be glad to quote yo
cost any time you ask It. Please ask.

JOHNSON

General Contractor

J

&7 ALBUQUERQUECARRIA6E

CO.
KXXX)OOOCXXICXXXXXXXXXX)0

i

lrd

"RlScF0Ss"

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
General Building Supplies

SCREEN DOORS
Third and Marquette

B AiN
and
OLD

Po Hock's

Restaurant

j

I

i

ML
COFer

jJ. Kurber&Go.
WHOLESALE
and RETAIL
uKaaEnttjiiu.

r;rfffc

Km--

m

WE ARE LED TO BELIEVE

plumbing work and our
charges therefor are giving eminent
satisfaction.
If we haven't had the
pleasure of doing anything In that line
for you, these few words seek your
patronage. You'll not regret turning,
your work our way.

The Standard Heating
Plumbing Company
Both 'Phones
matlc, 671.

rr

Jcssre

.ri
ILa

afffTfc

Located on the Helen

Auto

FEED STABLES

Corner Second and Marquette.

A. E. WALKER,

C. GRANNIS, Prop.
JJ
Auto Phone, 311. Colo., 300 Red. m
Day and Night Hack.
H'
Albuquerque,
Mexico. M
New

xxxzxxzxxzxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
N. PEACH & CO.
REAL ESTATE DEALERS

Automatic 'phone, 635. Office, 20K!.
West Gold Avenue.

S,

jirini

13".

9

ot The Atchison, Topeka

Cut-o- ff

Colo., Red 284;

&
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LONDON
CLUB LIVERY AND

W.H.Hahn&Co

grgror

I- --

that our

Ton
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The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
&

n
h

A

1
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Santa Fe Railway

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system-lead- ing
east and west from Chicago
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite

LT

streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake
lUi r8ldru,e lotS' slze 25x142 'eet' lald out w:tb broa1 80 "d
park and grand old shade
school house
church.. Commerc.al Cub; a population of 1,500 Inhabits; largest mercantile establishment, in (lew Mexico; the Belen Patent Rofler mill,
kote!.
barrels da i : l.?t wlne
restaurants, etc. Belen .. the largest shipping pomt for wool, flour, wheat, wine. bean, and hay ln Central New Mexico. Its Importance a, a great
commercial raided city In the near future cann
b. esUmatl'

?l

9.

ALL

ha.-- ,

coVt

the Santa

for the entertainment and
of the employes of the system,
lu addition v this sum for maintenance, the company plans to t.pend
more than $loi.n"'i in erecting new
flub hnises during he yeir. There

PAINTS,

ror

r.VARNISHES
Kclchcr

H

oiie-iour-

accommoda-no-

Thos.

IE

In the siato of Pennsylvania
are
steam railways with an aggregate invested capital of $:i,29.3si,211. or
oi tne total
more than
capitalization of the railways of the
United States, according to ibe annual li'iKUi of Secretary of Internal
Affairs Brown, of Pennsylvania. The
by
railway
total mileage operated
corporat ions whose lines are wholly
or i npart in Pennsylvania is 29.117.-K-

decided that
been officially
Ke will build a club 1ioue
for its employes at Arkansas City.
Kan. In the neighborhood of $'i'i,o0u
will be expended this year by the
Atchison, Topeka At Santa Fe Rail
f
way company, for the maintenance
reading rooms, or nioiv properly
speaking, well equipped club houses

Traveling

A Habit to Be Encouraged.
The mother who lias acquired the
habit of keeping on hand n bottle of
Both Phones
Chamberlain's Cougt Remedy, saves
herself a great amount of uneasiness
and anxiety. Coughs, colds and croup,
to which children are susceptible, are
are quickly cured by its use. It counteracts any tendency of a cold to result in pneumonia, and If given as
soon as the first symptoms of croup
LAMY SERVICE IS CER- appear, it will prevent the attack.
TA!LY ON THE 'BUM' This remedy contains nothing injuri
PRESERVE YOL'R HEALTH
ous and mothers give It to little ones
Kop warm anl rnjoy thpcoM
a
feeling of perfect security.,
SOME FOUNDATION
las by wi arine
FOR STORY with
THAT HALF HIS TIME WAS ror sale by all druggists.
t
SPENT AT LAMY WAITING FOR
King
Frost
Leqal
A TRAIN.
Notice.
r Frost Qvicea
Iast Will and Testament of Florence
Chamois Vest
There is some foundation for the
Andersen, Decease:!.
story t Jld by the drummer who had
Mar
To Leon Bordenave. executor, and
of
rfin forced
ii h huh. J ii;ht, fcott and
traveled In New Mexico, and had devisee, Thorwald Andersen, Dorothy
spent half of that time waiting for a Andersen, Hester Andersen, Alma An
I.iU
everything pe in thU
iuri',ttiM v,(i jjr nun ran teed
train at Larny, the junction of the dersen, devisees, and to all whom it
tu fcivo but in urn mfuctiuu.
mav
concern:
branch that goes to Santa Fe, with
You are hereby notified that the al
the main line. Apparently, the comfllll iiALE Hi
pany has little regard for the travel leged list Will and Testament of
Florence
County
Andersen,
coming down from Santa Fe, eslate of the
The Williams Drug Co.
pecially in the way of informing the of Bernalillo and Territory of New
Mexico,
deceased,
produced
BLUE FRONT STORE.
been
op
has
agent
branch trainmen as to the
running time of the main line trains. and read In tho Probate Court of the 117 W. Railroad Ave.
Both phonos.
At lea.st. if any rule exists whereby County of Bernalillo, Territory of New
a
Mexico,
regular
at
thereof,
term
operator
the
should notify
ooocooooooooc
Santa Fe when trains are late on the held on the 5th dav of Feb., 1900, and
The Best Place to Eat
day
proving
alleged
of
the
tho
of
said
main line. It Is given little regard by
Last Will and Testament was by order j
the Lamy operator. Often passengers of
the Judge of said Court thereupon
are compelled t send half a day at
for Mondav. the 5th day of
the junction waiting for a train that fixed
March, A. D. 1906. term of said Court.
is late, when by u little courtesy from
10 o'clock in the forenoon of said
120 WEST SILVER AVENUE.
the operator, this time might be at
day.
spent In some profitable way at Santa
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOSl
my hand and the Seal
Given
tinder
Fe. On Tuesday night of this week, cr this Court, this 5th day of Feb., A.
the Lamy branch train left Santa Fe D. 1900.
TOTI A GRADI
j. A. SUMMERS.
at 7:30 in the evening, to make con(Seal)
Probate Clerk.
In
Dealers
Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
nection with train No. 7, when the opo
Grain and Fuel.
erator at
knew that No. 7 had Common Colds Are the Cause of Many
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors C)C)COOOOOOOCOOCCOOOCOJOOO
not at that time left Uis Vegas, a runSerious Diseases.
and Cigars. Place your orders for
ning distance of three 'hours. The
Physicians who have gained a naWE GIVE
this line with us.
consequence was that, those wno left tional reputations as analysts of the
You best satisfaction
In mill
NORTH THIRD STREET.
Santa Ke to catch that train had to cause of various diseases, claim that
work.
spend three hours at Umy, when a If catching cold could be avoided a
message to Santa Ke would have been long list of dangerous ailments would
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
OCOOOCOCOOCXXXXXIOOOOOOOO
all that was necessary to save that never be heard of. Every one knows
Corrlllot
Ammrlemn
CXD6COXOOCX30000CXDOCXXXXX
Block
waste of time.
that pneumonia and consumption originate from a cold, and chronic caThe Yellow Fever Germ
tarrh, bronchitis, and all throat and
FIRE
has recently
been discovered. It lung troubles are aggravated and rend
INSURANCE.
bears a close resemblance to the ma- ered more serious by each
atfresh
Secretary Mutual Building
laria germ. To free the system from tack. Do not risk your life or take
G.OO
Office at J. C. Baldrldge's
disease germs, the most effective chances when you have
a cold.
yard.
remedy la Dr. King's New Life Pills. Chamberlain's
Cough
Remedy
will
Ouaira.ntcejd to cure all dixeaseg due to cure It
COKE - MILL WOOD
before these .liseises develop
malaria jjoison and constipation. 25c This remedy contains
M. DRAGOIE
r.
rnor
opium,
KINDLING
at all druggists.
phlne or other harmful drug nnd has
Dealers In
back of it,
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
Reported that King l.eoold has thirty years of reputa-ioevery cor.dl
made $15,000,000 In the Kongo Free T"lr.ed by its cures uii:le.'
by a i druggists.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
State. Leopold is one nt the few t;on. For
all kinds of Fresh Meat
men who have made fortunes In
DOTH 'PHONES
A Citizen want ad will get the busi300 North Broadway, Corner of Wash
ness. Try one.
ington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.
SXXXXXX)OOOOOOOCXXlOOOOOCXX)

ttSL. ss

Miss Mamie Groth, of Bli'ssfield.
Mich., arrived in this city last night,
and this afternoon was united in
marriage to C. W. Bailey, a brother ot
A. M. Hailey, foreman of the
Santa
Ke paint shops, and himself in
the
employ of the company. The ceremony
was pt i't'iil Hied by Rev. .1. M. Sollie.
pastor of the Highland Methodist
church, at the Reverend gentleman's
home.

It

and Salt Meats,
Steam Sausage Factory.
i
EMIS KL FIN WORT.
Masonic Uulldlns. North Third Street

ANacassilyWhen;

AlAllDruists

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Frsh

M'rt'ect-tktlut-

the system, and lefore many months

".'

All Kinds of

tatlur-o.ad-

now in operation at. various points of

In consequence of a bonus of $r.0,fiu0

Meat Market

GUS LARD, IN JAIL AT ROSWELL,
FOR MISDEMEANOR,
GRANTED
BY GOVERNOR.
LIBERTY
IN

district court yesterday the $;M,(ioii damage suit filed
by Mike Sherlock against the Santa
Ke railway, suddenly fell to the ground
while the trial was in progress liefore
a Jury. Judge Hoggin Instructed
a
verdict for the defendant, says the
El Paa. Times.
Sherlock was suing for tne loss of
one of his feet in an accident which
befell him in the yards of the defendant company in Albuquerque. alKiut
three years ago. While undertaking
to climb on a car after throwing the
switch, he fell, and the wheels of the
car passed over his left foot, crush
ing it off. Sherlock alleged in his
complaint that ne fell for the reason
that the ladder on the side of the car
was missing when he started to climb
up. In his testimony yesterday
he
stated that he had clutched the handhold with both hands, when he accidentally fell to tne ground.
The attorneys for the defendant at
once moved for a verdict in favor ol
the railroad company, on the ground
that ine defendant's own testimony
failed to disclose any negligence on
the part of the defendant, and Judge
(joggin sustained the motion.
Forty-firs-

mi
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THIRD STREET

YARDS

LOSES HIS SUIT FOR $30,000,
COURT AT EL PASO.

the

CITIZEN.

INJURED

IN ALBUQUtRQUE

In

EVENING

.?

70-fo-

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL

0ff7d

T,

10

f tbehCi,y

'I9

harness

etc. etc.

Also

(m,D
s

.f,them

'mpr0Te(1 by

modern hotel.

cu!t"t'0"):

GO OVER

no .and or gravel.

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.
We need a

flr.t-clas- ,

bakery, tailor shop, shoe house, jeweler, plumb.n,

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS;
TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

II

JOHN

BEHK--

1

-

-

mill

DEEDS.

The Belen Town and Imnrovement Cnmnams

w

A

.ho,, planing

WM. M. .BERGER, Secretary

M
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PERSONAL
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Fair In south portion tonight and
Friday. Loca! rain or snow In north
portion, with warmer weather tonight;
warmer in southeast portion tonight.

MEN'S BOX CALF SHOES
Strong, soft uppers, cut from full stock Box Calf. The Inner and
The vamps are
outer soles are made of tough heavy
full length and lasted under the toe. Extra strong thread Is used
for the stitching and we warrant them against ripping.
for any man who wants
They make a very desirable work-sho- e
something strong without being clumsy. They also take a fine polish and look' neat and dressy enough for Sunday wear.
sole-leathe-

PLAIN

''"

DAY AND WEATHER.

WfctM KAlLHUAPAYtja

but now of Rrtswpll, together with
K. McGiiffOy. n brother of A. !!
Gaffey, of this city, and II K blun
iny
ders, all Of Koswell. lire In
attending the bntikeis' convent ion.
Mr. Cahoon Is well known to
Albuquorqueans. lie states tha' Unwell Is progressing rapidly ami tha' its
future siicess as one ()f tin- prominent
cities of New Mexico Is assured.
I.nst eveninir between the hours of
8 and 9 o'doek nt the home of the
(Hide's mini. Mix II. I. It",' rs. of 41"
West Coal avenue. George Dehn and
united in
were
Miss Ethel ll.nv.-e- r
marriage bv Rev. G. W. Wernirm. pastor of thp German Luthcrm t'.iurcii.
Tho affair whs attended by a pmnti
gathering of the most Intimate friends
of the bride and gro.m. Mr. Dehn Is

"'"

LOCAL AND

PLAIN TOE CONGRESS
CAP TOE LACE

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY

CONCERT TONIGHT VOCAL
AND

SPECIML

INSTRUMENTAL

"Choral entertainment" will be
the Highland Methodist church
Thursday evening, February 15. An
elaborate program has been prepared
which is as follows:
Program.
Opening Prayer
By Rev. J. M. Sollie. Pastor
Pliino "Whispering Wind"
Vollenhanpt, Op. 38
Miss Freda Gansereit
Song "Because I Love You Dear"
Hawley
Mr. J. Wesley Beane.
Recitation "Hying Jim's East Leap"
Banks
Prof. John H: Crum. University
of New Mexico.
Solo "Rain Drops"
Eaton
Mrs. Charles B. Mills.
Song "The Mission of a Rose"....
Miss Margaret Emmons
Reading "Tho Debating Society"
Eugene Hall
Prof. John II. Crum.
Song "Still Is the Night"
Rolin
Mr. J. Wesley Beane.
Song "Down at the Baby Store"
Miss Essie Benson.
cents.
Admission will be twenty-fiv- e
A

held nt

Friday and Saturday
Only

lOO Pass? of Boys
Pamite Worth SOc
vSpeeial 25c a Pair

fr

OeK)0C0000OeX)000
are oelng constantly received, which
Insures our customers receiving perfectly fresh articles. We handle only
the best and most reliable brands of
every kind of food products, and sell
prices.
them at
hed-roc- k
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T. Y.Maynard

Geo. W. Hlckox

The

i

Go.

Hickox-Mayna- rd

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
NICEST

IT IS THE PLACE TO FIND EVERYTHING THE

THE BEST.

OUR WATCH REPAIRING

OPTICAL

AND

AND
DE-

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

South Second Street

JUST IN

Whitmans Candies
The finest candy made at any price; absolutely pure; always fresh,
the purest of the
healthy and wholesome. Choc olates and
bon-bon-

pur.

J, H. O'RIELLY CO, Druggists

Barnett Building

Sash, Doors,
Glass,
Cement and Rex Flintkote

Lumber,
ROOfing.

Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

ALBUQUERQUE

LUMBER

SIMON STERN

ooootoootoooc oooeooooooo

.

Smoked Meats

f'-

FIVE-ROO-

dark-colore-

d

JlClllll,

PARTMENTS IN CHARGE OF MEN OF HIGHEST QUALIFICATIONS.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO ORDERS BY MAIL, AND

The Arch Front

ff

THE BIRDSELL WAGON
WORLD'S

?jSl-UJ,-,"""J.il-

WHITNEY COMPANY!

1

113-115-1-

1 1

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.

Diamonds, Watcfoei, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware,
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

h2

Wholesal Distributers for New

A

I

We invite

C F. MYERS

Frit. .Terke pleaded guilty to iutoxi
cation in police court this m rning
In default of a 15 fine Jerke w ill spend
five days on the streets.
Carlos C.rlegos, arrested for being
drunk, had not come to sufficiently
this morning to warrant uu arraignment in police court.

"

street.

1

Wet

19

Cold

E.L WASHBURN CO.

IVES,

122

Second

119

WM. McINTOSH

Colo. Phone 197
Heating Stoves.

We are

the largest stock of Stoves and Ranges

.

H
H
i

4

rLOisr

WEST SANTA FE AVENUE.
Auto Phone, 713.

2
1

J
M

f
f
f
INSPECT

AND
ft ALL
in the Southwest.

.

THE

RETAIL

M

IS THE TIME to buy your
rOW
selling them out at actual cost.

Masquerade tuits made to order;
alto suits to rent. Call at 1024 North

Wheu In need of designs f .i
casions." call on us ami we'.! ..
you what we can do and t
you
h w moderate the cot.

oo

K

PIECES
ASK TO SEE THEM.

Proprietors

Auto. Phone 185

FLORAL
RELIABLE HEAVY WEIGHTS

DIAMONDS

HARDWARE

WHOLESALE

POLICE COURT

Tl

IN BRIGHT,

Money to Loan

s&

Second

SUITS 10.50. $12.50, $13.50 AND $14.75

$

HENRY YANOW, tho Pawn Broker

Our Eastern Buyer, who is in the market at
Chicago, is sending us our new Spring stock

iffiMEstt

$

r

Oottlhiiiinif Qsnl
that sells still continues

We

North First Street
and Arizona.

First Street

17

l

Diamond

s

eoooooooooo ooooooohooo

CO.

First and Marquette, - Albuquerque, N. M.

iU i
J I JUl 11

75c

Lach-Schinke-

South Second St

120

nee

:

New Goods

S-ii-

15, 1906.

Sun rise, 6:49; sun set, 5:40; day
length 10 hours and 51 minutes; moon
rose at midnight. Forenoon very
EVERY PAIR OF HIGH GRADE
PANTS IN THE
bright and pleasant, afternoon equaly
$4.50
pleasant but partially cloudy. Senator an electrician In the employe of M.
to
WORTH
$6.00
STORE
Mark Hanna died on this day two
most
the
of
one
Is
bride
Nash,
and the
years ago.
popular young ladies of the city.
Jamhkln, w hom the morning
II.
W.
Carlos Baca, the tdierlff t Valencia paper
routines to connect with the eseonntv. Is in the cltv today on husl- capade
or one Monk, desires The Evenn ss.
ing Citizen to say positively that he
MIhs Dora S;i1h of I.slet.a Is spending was not the man Monk scratched with
tho lnv In th. rll v the RUest "f his penknlf", and was mt aware of
POSITIVELY TWO DAYS ONLY INCLUDES ANY
friends.
Monks doings until he read the acPAIR IN THE STORE
if
the
Pav lav toni now that
count In this paptr yesterday after
noon. Tne gentleman s neigmxMs pa;
checks arrive here tonight or
9
tomorrow morning.
t'.iat Mr. l.anibMn was not within a
Miss Nina Otero arrived In the city block of Monk when on his almost
last night and will remain several days bloodless raid, and they cannot see the
CORDOVA RESTAURANT
reason lor the Journal io continue
the guest of Mrs. Nelll M. Field.
misrepresenting
facts.
Deputy United States Marshal Fred
FIRST CLASS TABLE BOARD AND
Dr. R. E. McTlrlde of Uis Crttces,
FVrnoff returned to the city last night
ROOMS, $5.50 PER
NICE CLEAN
of
council
Is
attend
who
Vegas.
the
here to
from an official trip to
315
WEEK, FOR CASH ONLY.
association.
Medical
Mexico
SOUTH FIRST STREET.
Mrs. Jack Scales and child, formerly he New
one
sanltorlum,
of this citv but now of lxs Angeles, conducts the Alameda
"A feast of reason and a flow of
of the prettiest and nicest resorts
The RAILROAD AVE.
are in the city on a visit to friends.
patients In the Mtsilla valley. Dr.
after a sumptuous repast, may
Who was south on S. B. Swope of Deming, who is also soul"
I.. V.
be enjoyed at. the Banquet of States,
business, has returned to the city, here .attending the council, is one of to be given at the Congregational
CLOTHIER
coming in from the south this
2D, at
3D p. m.
he most prominent physicians In the church, February
Windmill City, and Is the local phy Come and taste your favorite dishes,
Alderman Ivouis Meld left this sician and surgeon for the Santa e and hear your favorite after dinner
morning for an extended trip east. railway at that town. They will prob speakers. Tickets on sale at Matson's.
Mr. Meld will visit New lork betore ably go south tonight, after attending
returning to New Mexico.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
the reception to Governor Hagerman
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Hubbs are enjoy- at the Commercial club.
ing a visit from Mr. and Mrs. F. S.
With the rear wheels of his buggy FOR SALE Fine saddle pony. Mrs.
E. S. Spindier, 418 North Second
Veeder of Muustcn, Wis., who are where the front trnes ought to have
nt reet.
sightseeing In tho southwest.
icen and the front wheels "iiitto.
Through traffic on the traction line Cary Cole Seemuller, collector for the
a
presented
FOR RENT
was blocked this morning -r an hour Clarkville coal yards,
or more as the result of the derall-mn- t laughter provoking spectacle driving
FIVE-ROOBRICK WITH BATH
of car No. 3 on the First street about the city this forenoon. When
his attention was called to the fact AND GOOD BARN; NORTH FOURTH
switch.
Westfalien Ham
going backward as STREET.
Ham Sausage
D. T. Hoskins, cashier of the San that Ills buggy was
Gothaer Cervalat
.Mr.
concerned,
were
HOUSES
wheels
as
BRICK
far
the
Is
Vegas,
Tongue Sausage
Miguel National Ivank of Las
Braun. Leberwurst
WITH BATH; NORTH FIRST AND
enjoying himself In the territorial me Seemuller became very much con
Pork Sausage
Sardelleri Cervelat
for!
a
reward
offered
has
and
AVENUE.
cerned
ROMA
lit
figure
tropolis. He is a prominent
Smoked Tongues
Frankfurters
McCANNA,
joke
a
Joke,
F.
for
P.
ptrpetrater
cf
the
the
Goose Breasts
Salami
tho bankers' convention.
It was. Mr. Seemuller denies tnat to
ROOM 11, GRANT BLOCK.
F. J. Houston. 205 West Railroad him the World has become topsy-tervy- .
avenue. Is selling Bicycles at actual
POIND SALE
John Becker, vice president of the
cost for tho next ten days. He has
Helen,
the
in
ot
is
bank
National
First
re
on
bicycle
price
We have the agency Of the famous USINGER SAUSAGE and
also reduced the
city to attend the meeting of the New
pairing and bicycle sundries.
A pound sale will be held Saturday
Meats. These goads are equal, if not better, than those
Smoked
no.
a
tne morning at 10 o clock wnen a
W. E. Neal, New Mexico agent for Mexico Bankers' association
Hain the Old Country. If you want the best, insist on the
made
J.
Herbert
reception
Governor
to
and
face
horse with white
the Union Central Life Insurance Com. german, which will be given at the
Fresh shipments received weekly.
"USINGER BRAND."
pany, left for the east this morning.
left hind foot will be sold at tne
evening. Mr. whitepound.
this
club
Commercial
city
Mr. Neal expects to le absent from
Becker says that Helen is thrifty, and
111U.UA3
tho territory several weeks.
that the people of lower Valencia
City Marshal.
Nestor Montoya, who by friends was county are exceedingly prosperous.
named as a candidate for the office of Work on the Santa Fe cut-ois proAny pair of men's 'nigh
Special
probate clerk, authorizes The Citizen gressing with all rapidity, and it is grade pants, worth 4.ou to ?b, l riuay
to state fc'nat ho is not In the field and expected that trains will be running
Saturday only, $3.45. Simon
positively will not be a candidate.
between BoJen and Wlllard by March and
Stern,
the Railroad avenue clothier.
A. W. Anson, the well knwn con 1. Mr. Becker is president of the John
tractor and builder, who Is doing a lot Becker company, of Helen, one of the
of work for the Santa Fe road at largest mercantile companies In New
Needles, is in tho city to enjov a few Mexico.
Col. H. A. Jastro, of Bakersfleld,
days with Mrs. Anson and children.
arR. P. Shackelford, inspector of time Cal., is in the city awaiting thoHer- registered
service for the Western Union Tele rival of three cars ofbulls,
BEST."
"THE
which have
graph company, is in the city on bust ford nnd short horn
Califor
shipped
Kansas
been
from
ness connected with his department fornia where they will be placed
and called at The Citizen office this among Mr. Jastro's herds. Mr. Jastro
morning.
In the
will accompany them west.
The marriage of Percy Hawley, the meantime, he Is attending the New
stationery merchant, to Mrs. Helen Mexico Hankers' convention and visit
Hunter will take place on Friday night ing his daughter, Mrs. M. O. Chad
at 701 South Third street. Mr. and bourne. Mr. Jastro Is a director of
Mrs. Hawley will reside in the old the First National und Producers
Third street.
Hawley home on Soi;-Saving banks of Bakersfleld, and conJ. W. Masters Is engaged In moving sidering that he has large property in
show cases, etc., Into the store at lis terests in New Mexico, he finds the
preparatory
to doings of the New Mexico bankers of
West Gold avenue,
opening a storage and notion establish unusual Interest.
The Citizen offers an apology to
Mr. Masters frmeriy was in
ment.
the employ of the K. McBrlau Furnit- Mrs. McKee and Miss Emmons, who
called at this office yesterday after
ure company.
Dr. ,and Mrs. T. G. Ames, for twenty noon and left the program of the en
years residents of this city, will leave tertainment to be. given at the High
toniicht for Oakland. Cal., wnere mey land Methodist. Episcopal church to
The best night for publication. The copy iof
...tiyi,;,...-.-!.- .
will reside In the future.
oi
program, In some inconclvable
wishes of The Evening Citizen and the
way,
copy
got
and
with
mixed
dead
to
accompany
them
many friends will
THE CUSHIONED DOUBLETREE SAVES THE HORSE'S SHOULDER.
was not published. It was not. a free
their new home.
notice it was one of those paid prop
Two companies of the First lattalion ositions which no printing office turns
of the Fourth Infantry passed through down, hence It is more regr ttably on
Albuquerque last night on a special our part than otherwise.
he pro401-40- 3
train en route to Fort Slocum, New gram is published elsewhere In today's
South
being
were
companies
York.
The
particular
Evening
Citizen,
and
at
transferred from San Francisco and tent ion is called to it. The concert
Mexico
were In command of Captain W. H. should be well attended tonight.
regiment.
Fourth
VVr;tp ior Wholesale Prices on Plows and Other Farm Implements
Uertasch. of the
Solomon Luna returned last
, Hon.
Philaof
wife,
Hupp
and
evening from a ten days' sojourn in
Rev. J. G.
The largest stock west of Kansas City.
delphia, have arrived in Albuquerque
the nation's cupital. and states that
D.
Mrs.
Mr.,
and
guests
of
the passage of the joint statehood bill
and are the
Bitt-nes not assured, and that upon leav- A Bittner, Mrs. ltupp and Mrs.
one
Is
Rupp
ng Washington
was Informed that
being sisters. Rev.
ot both sides in thehe
senate were claiming
of the leading young clergymen
VV. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
a
serves
majority icf two on the bill. The
eastern Pennsylvania, and
Northampton.
large congregation in
Foraker amendment seems to ne iiie LIVERY, SALTS FEED AND TRANS
m real
FER STABLES
fighting ground, stated Mr. buna,
He holds several otner positions
als-a.
that. Is, his first amendment, .to the ef
the world of spiritual welfare,
bought and exthat the citizens of each urritory Horses and Mules
changeu.
The funeral of the late James A. fect
vote n the question separately; Fora- Summers took place this afternoon
,o homo at GDI Roma avenue, ker's second amendment, that within BEST TURNOUTS IX THE CITY
thirty days after the passage of the
Rev Du Hoi of the Presbyterian
and values; watches, rings and general Jewelry stock, at
ot bill a special election should be held
Second street, between Railroad and k All sizes bargain
number
large
A
presiding.
rates.
church
f
avonuea.
Copper
tr
folon
statehood,
vote
and
either
to
sorrowing friends and relatives ceme- Arizona or New Mexico voted against
UNREDEEMED PLEDGES AT LOW PRICES.
lowed the remains to Falrvlew
then there would be no statehood.
On the evening of March the 8th.
tery, where burial was made according
deseem to have much standing I'rof. Crum will give a stereopticon
does
not
the
which
of
order,
to the Maonic
114 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
in the st nate, Mr. Luna went on to lecture on Mark Twain's "Innocents 2
ceased w as an honored niemUv.
entrance on side street.
explain.
Private
Abroad." for the benefit of the piano
Methodist
fund of the Highland
E A. Cahoon. formerly connected
Why waste your valuable time on church.
with the Albuquerque
darning stockings? Buy the Black
Cat hosiery. They outwear any other
brand on the market, look neat and
fit well.
We have all sizes, for men M
JOB
women and children, and prices run
from 15c to 50 per pair. C. May's
shoe store, 314 West Railroad avenue.
-
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215 West Railroad Ave.
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